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NOT QUITE: Cavs beat
Raptors last night but
playoffs still slipped
through their fingers;
PAGE 9

MOSTLY SUNNY
HIGH: 58 LOW: 37
independent student press

Students toss corn
in tournament

BiG Charge under fire
Sherman antitrust allegations rise against University
SBX manager Kent
Kokomoor calls BiG
Charge a 'monopoly.'
By Miranda Bond
FEATURES EDITOR

SBX is continuing their crusade
to convince the University to
change their BIG Charge system.
SBX manager Kent Kokomoor
and attorney Dan Kinsella assert
that the BIG Charge gives the
University Bookstore monopoly
power and hinders competition,
which hurts students.
"This is in the interest of the
students." Kinsella said.
Under representation of
Kinsella, SBX sent a letter to the
University's Thomas Trimboli,
assistant to the president in the
department of general counsel,
on March 8 claiming that the
BIG Charge violates several federal antitrust and anti-competition statutes found in sections 1
and 2 of the Sherman Act.
As of yesterday, the University
has not officially commented on
the situation.
Kinsella's letter stated that
Section 1 of the Sherman Act
prohibits contracts, combi-

Kinsella said that he believes
nations and conspiracies in
restraint of trade. Kinsella said that the Attorney General's
that the University's exclusion office is inaccurately applying
of SBX from the BIG Charge the law to the situation and
program constitutes a restraint that the letter failed to contest
of trade and is denying con- the fact that the program is
sumers the benefit
anti-competitive.
of full competition.
"It's an unforHe said that the BIG "It's the kind tunate response
charge also violates
students and
of response for
consumers of books
Section 2 because the
that slams at the University," he
University is using
its power created by
the
door in said. "It's the kind of
the card to exclude
response that slams
the face of the door in the face
competitors in the
bookstore market.
the studen ts." °f me students."
The letter was
Kinsella is in the
passed along to
process of sendDAN KINSELLA,
ing Petro another
Attorney General lim
SBX MANAGER
Petro who respondletter in an attempt
ed on April 5. His
to work out the
letter said that the BIG Charge is problem outside of court.
Kokomoor hopes to see some
a legitimate and sovereign act of
immunity and the Sherman Act sort of change to the BIG Charge,
was never intended to apply to since the new City Bucks
the sovereign acts of the states. program has done little to help
He also sighted the 1989 Cowboy boost sales at SBX.
Book Ltd. v. Board of Regents
Chris Herron, a representafor Agriculture & Mechanical tive from City Bucks pointed out
Colleges case which ruled that that allowing the BIG Charge off
Oklahoma State University was campus will hurt the University
exempt from the Sherman Act. because they will be left
Petro's letter also stated that, like paying SBX when students fail
OSU, BGSU is immune from the to pay their bills. I le said that
Sherman Act.
SBX and other businesses need
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By Britney Lee
REPORTER

to give City Bucks time to develop, since it is only a year old.
"A simUar program at Miami
University [Ohio] is over two
years old now and is very
successful, but the first couple
of years were slow until the
program caught on with
students," he said.
Miami
University has
MUBucks, which is run like the
University's City Bucks, and
both can only be used off-campus. They also have the Mulaa
program which is accepted only
at on-campus locations such as
the Miami University Bookstore
and dining centers, like the BIG
Charge. However, Mulaa is set
up like a debit account, where
as the BIG Charge is set up like a
credit card.
The Ohio State University and
the University of Toledo both
have successful debit card-style
programs off campus. Neither of
these Universities offer a credit
card-type account for on- or
off-campus use.
Ion Gear, Director of Buck
ID at OSU, said that it was an
"operational decision" not to
offer students a charge card.

Ready, Set, Toss!

Friday at noon the first bag will
be tossed in the Union for the
Com Toss tournament.
Corn toss is a game similar
to horseshoes. But instead of
stakes and horseshoes, wooden
platform boxes with holes in
them and beanbags — filled with
com — are used.
Players try to toss the bags
of corn into their opponents'
platforms hole. The game stops
at 21 points.
Bags in the hole are worth three
points and bags that land on the
platform are worth one point.
The tournament organized by
marketing intern, Dave Bazeley,
is a 32-team bracket style,
single-elimination tournament.
"1 love the game," Bazeley said.
"I am from Cincinnati, Ohio, and
it is played everywhere there. In
fact, you can even find com toss
leagues."
With help from other interns at
the Student Union. Bazeley hopes
that this event will get people
excited about the game.
"I am hoping for 32 teams,"
Bazeley said. "Each team has
two players so that would be 64
people."
Sign up ends at 9 p.m. tonight

SBX.PAGE 2

and a waiting list will be made if
needed. According to Bazeley, the
teams on the waiting list will be
able to replace the "no shows."
"We pian to have eight sets
going at once, which is 16 teams.
This could vary depending upon
how many teams enter," Bazeley
said.
It is free of charge to play and
refreshments will be provided.
The grand prize is a com toss set
for each player of the winning
team.
Ryan Zusy made some
of the com toss sets for the
tournament.
"I plan on trying to make
it by sometime during the
tournament," Zusy said. "I would
like to see how well it turns out
and especially if people like the
sets that I made."
Bazeley said that there will be
other small giveaways as well.
The entire event is sponsored
by the Union and the volunteers
working the event will be Bazeley
and other interns in his office.
Anyone with a BGSU
ID
is
encouraged
10
participate.
Bazeley
said
it
is
open
to
studenls, faculty and staff.
"This is a great way to get
involved and see all that the
Union has to offer." Bazeley said.

'NAPOLEON DYNAMITE' EXPLODES ON CAMPUS

David Tam BGNews

David Tim BGNews

David Tim BGNews

Students and non-students wait to hear Jon Gries (Uncle Rico),
Aaron Ruell (Kip), and Efren Ramirez (Pedro) last night.

'Napoleon Dynamite' cast members sign autographs after speaking in
Olscamp to a packed lecture hall in an event sponsored by UAO.

Michelle Cotner. a freshman at BGSU gets her T-shirt signed by Efren
Ramirez, who plays Pedro Sanchez in "Napoleon Dynamite."

BGSU team competes in animation festival
Janell Kirtgsborousti
SEHIORIEPORTER

Five University students,
frantic designing and quick
thinking will go hand-in-hand
with their 3D animation skills
to complete 30 seconds of an
animated feature on a public
service topic in four days.
Only 10 teams from
animation
programs
spanning North America get the
opportunity to participate in a
cartoon-creating competition
— and BGSU is one of them.
It's the Kalamazoo Animation
Festival International presenting animation as entertainment,
education, employment and ail
and the cartoon challenge is the
opening act.
Beginning on the morning of
May 9, the an team will have to
conceive an idea, script, design,
and produce a winning cartoon

that spotlights a public service.
Team members Kevay Nelson,
Josh Fry, Nick Battenfield, Patrick
McPeck and Prakash Tiwari are
ready for the adventure.
Creating an animation in
one semester Is a big enough
challenge for an individual, let alone a team to have
success in four days, said Nelson,
a University senior in digital arts.
"We all have to be leaders, so
16 weeks of work, packed into
four days, that's the biggest
challenge most anyone will never
face," he said.
The team's dedication and
love for animation, they believe,
is their ultimate power.
"The BG team is number one
because we all have that love
for animation, we work at It
constantly," Nelson said. "We
work the hardest and all balance
together very well."

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Senior digital art student,
Battenfield, hopes that his
personal skills will work in the
best way possible for the team.
"Like each member, 1 have my
own personal views on skills I
contribute," he said. "Though the
most important thing I think, is
my opinion and style."
Some of the members believe
that focusing on the animated
movements and story telling will
be major focal points.
"My focus is on timing and
movements, and I think I was
definitely added on for my storytelling ability," Battenfield said.
Another senior team member,
McPeck, hopes that his quick
manner of generating Ideas for
story-telling will help the team
the most. However, he believes
the biggest challenge will be

Photo provided
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BG'S ANIMATION DREAM TEAM: From left to right: Kevay Nelson, Josh Fry, Nick Battenfield, Prakash Thwari
and Patrick McPeck.
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BG ready for cartoon challenge

Experts divided are over
future of young Catholics

members each have their own
inspirations but they believe
this can only help their team bycompromising ideBB.
"Everyone has their own pooling in ideas from everyone.
"To be honest. I don't tear any
I ideas] and we will need to
combine them to make a story of the challenges I expert to face,"
that we all will agree on." McPeck Battenfield said. "I am confident
in our team and any road blocks
said.
Bonnie Mitchell advisor to die I may hit. I will have them to help
team and art associate profes- me work through it just as I will
sor agrees that story telling is be (here to help them.'
The cartoon challenge may
the most important thing the
team will have to pull together. seem like an impossible task but
Without die story, she says they Mitchell believes that the teams
won't he ahle to get any other energy will get them through the
aspect of the project completed. task of this international honor.
"We believe BGSU has the
"You have to come up with
a good concept," Mitchell said. potential to he one ol the best
"The hardest part is coming up animation programs in the
nation,'' she said. "U'eareexcited
with a good ending."
It is only then, she said, that to showcase what we can do to
they will be able to figure out the world."
University junior student,
the modeling of characters, the
r
texturing of the design. l ry, believes this opportunity
couldn't come at a better time in
movement, so on and so fordi.
Mitchell's own list of his college career
I Ins is a great chance to get
accomplishments is only
another benefit added to the out there and to do something
team. Iler artwork has been amazing." Prysaid.
Amazing or not, the digital art
shown at Internationa] art shows
for digital artists and she is the team is preparing to animate a
chair of the prestigious computer knockout original.
Almost S15,000 in prize money
art show in Boston. She has even
developed a series of art and will be awarded to the best
humanities CD and DVD-ROMs animation team — a concept
diat the team believes can also
published by McGraw- Hill.
"This team is a collection of help push them through sleep
some of the best modelers and deprivation.
"When yon put thai much
animators in the digital arts
division." she said. "And I am energy together, with a tight
proud to he the advisor lor such deadline, and everyone working
together," she said "They can
a creative group."
The well-rounded team perform miracles."
ANIMATION. FROM PAGE 1

By Lucy Kalanov
KNIGHI BIDDER

WAS111NGTON—As the Vatican
prepares for the inauguration
of newly elected Pope Benedict
XVI, questions remain about the
future of the next generation of
young American Catholics.
Several emerging trends point
toward greater orthodoxy within
the young Catholic community, particularly among young
priests. Yet scholars remain
divided on just how much tliis
trend spills over to die lay Catholic
population.
"In a culture dial is intellectually, morally and politically
chaotic, some people look for a
rock to cling to, but that remains
a fraction of Roman Catholics,"
said Terrence Tilley, professor of
religious studies at die Univi rsity
of Dayton in Ohio. "The
question is whether that larger
group will continue to participate in (he life of (he church, or
whether a substantial number
of them will fade out. As far as I
know there is not a consensus on
the direction thai this takes."
According to Tilley, one
of the long-standing trends
among American Christians,
and Catholics in particular,
is the diminution of religious
practice during and immediately after college, which tends to

eventually rebound

SBX owner calls for debit card
system to replace BiG Charge
SBX. FROM PAGE 1

"The question now is whether
there will be a rebound." Tilley
said. "We are in an era that is
really culturally transitional and
we are not sine where things are
going lo wind up."
I very study I've seen shows
dial there is a definite rebound,"
said Dean Hoge, professor of
sociology at Catholic llnivnsitv
in Washington. D.C. "When you
say 'rebound,' it doesn't mean
there's a change in (young
Catholics') world view, bul a
change in their churchgoing
habits. Belonging to a church is
a very important part of family
life once people get married, buy
a house, have kids and put down
roots in their community."
Whether
the
college
experience serves to strengthen

cost ol hooks. He said that when
they have the option of charging
the larger amount lo their B!(i
Charge, they will are more than
likely choose thai option and pay
the hill later.

I le said that the university didn't
want die burden ol having to
hunt students down who fail to
pay dieir bills.
Kokomoor said that he
Kokomoor said that he is
competing for business against welcomes a debit card-type
the University, and unlike Ohio system like City Bucks that can
state. Miami University and UT be used on ami oil campus to
offers a charge card. He believes replace the BIG Charge.
"I don't really have a
that students and parents have
no problem putting S30 into their problem with City Bucks. I have a
City Bucks account, hut (hey problem with City Bucks and
are less likely to deposit larger the BIG Charge operating at the
amounts of money to cover the same time." he said.

influence young
or weaken young Catholics' culture
faith, diere's no doubt that while Catholics, but concluded it's
college is a time of intense self- pushing them to embrace a
reflection, competing demands stronger orthodoxy in their faith.
Through extensive interviews
for attention can often push matwith Christian students at several
ters of faith to the back burner.
In fact, although most recent top universities, Campbell found
college freshmen believe in that many young Catholics were
God, less than half of them turned offby the materialistic and
practice religious teachings daily, hedonisticyouthculture.orbythe
according to a recent study by lack of emphasis on Catholicism
the Higher Education Research in dieir homes. These students,
Institute at the University of according to Campbell, are part
California at Los Angeles, which of the larger societal "pendulum
examined the religious and swing" back toward conservative
spirimalviewsofcollegestudents. values, which emerged during
the 2004 presidential
The study found that
election. Campbell
although 69 percent
"I
would
say
discusses this group
of freshmen said
their beliefs provide
that it's a in her book, "The
New Faithful: Why
them with guidance,
group that Young
Adults Are
48 percent also said
Embracing Christian
they are "doubtis on the
ing," "seeking" or
rise and is Orthodoxy."
"I would say that
"conflicted."
starting to it's a group that is
"I remember that
a lot of students encompass a on the rise and is
slartingtoencompass
flocked to church
substantial a substantial amount
the next weekend
people," Campbell
after 9/11, and so
amount of of
said. "These young
1 think thai there
adults would come
people."
are times during
down pretty squarely
college when some
on the side of what
people
become
COLLEEN CARROLL
traditionally has been
more religious to
CAMPBELL, ETHICS
considered Christian
deal with traumatic AND PUBLIC POLICY
morality; especially
events," said Chris
CENTER
on issues of personal
I lorn lain l. a Catholic
morality, sexuality
senior at The George
Washington University in — all of die contentious issues."
Not everyone agrees with
Washington, D.C. "But when
those stresses or traumatic Campbell's findings. According
events are over, the religiousness to Hoge, who spent 30 years
can be ephemeral. It's like you're studying American Protestant
Catholic
churches,
religious lor a short amount of and
time and then you get distracted Campbell's findings should not
by all the other college things be interpreted as a trend because
they are based on anecdotal
that are going on."
Hoge said he thinks that the interviews and not a statistical
decline in religiousness should sample population.
"I don't know if there's a
be attributed to American
culture and not just the demands change in the young Catholic
population," Hoge said, "I've
of college.
"It s not a matter of being looked at several polls and
in college, it's being a part of even did one myself, bul the
American educated culture in trend doesn't show up. My
conclusion is diat what she says
general," Hoge said.
Colleen Carroll Campbell, a is true, but she should not leave
fellow with the Ethics and Public the impression that there's a
Policy (inter in Washington. general change."
Each generation of American
D.C, said factors in youth

Catholics has its own distinct
characteristics that reflect trends
in the Catholic and American
cultures.
"It's an age gap." Campbell
said. "Grandparents and young
adults are often together on a
lot of issues, but you see the
split with the Baby Boomer
generation."
The generational differences
in orthodoxy are reflected in
the priesthood as well, with
younger Catholic priests taking a
conservative stance on social
and theological issues.
"Some of the younger priests
are apparently more concerned with orthodox teachings of the litmus test issues
than some of the older priests,"
Tilley said, referring to abortion,
same-sex marriage and women
in the priesthood. "The question is whether their pastoral
abilities can be exorcized so
that dieir traditionalist doctrinal
views do not fracture the parish
communities."
Campbell said she doesn't
think that the priests will
fracture
the
parish
communities because their
ideology seems to mirror that
of the new faithful. The youth
who are active in the church
— the young priests and the new
faithful
—
share
the
attraction toward greater
orthodoxy, Campbell said. The
Catholics who are indifferent
to die teachings of the church
won't be as affected by the
ideological shift because they are
not as connected to or visible in
their church communities.
"A vast number of the laity are
much more in line with these
young priests than the)' are in
the camp that is portrayed as
die laity who aren't interested
in church teachings." Campbell
said.
Hoge is not so sure.
"I guess confidently that
this will not have a big impact
on the lay [Catholics] in
influencing them to move
towards conservatism," he said.
"On die contrary, the impact will
be in the other direction."

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the flag flying over the
Parliament Building is an
American Flag.

LOOKING FOR
A CHANGE
OF SCENERY?
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| TWO Big Boy's FOR $3 I
I

Present this coupon to purchase two Big Boy®
sandwiches for $3. Dine-In, Carry-Out or Drive-Thru. |
I
Not valid with other discounts or offers. Limit 8
sandwiches per visit. Valid Only at Bowling Green stores. I

Two Convenient B.G. Locations
• 1006 N. Main St.
419-352-5131
IrtnUrKA" '1540E.WoosterSt.\
tfjUW"
419-352-3531
ffi-

Big Boy.

Promo #83 Expires 5/22/05

For A Limited Time! ,

| FOUR Big Boy's FOR $5 I
I

Present this coupon to purchase four Big Boy®
_
sandwiches for $5. Dine-In, Carry-Out or Drive-Thru. I
Not valid with other discounts or offers. Limit 8
I sandwiches per visit. Valid Only at Bowling Green stores. I
■
T\li*» Convenient
ftttli'tin iitnt B.G.
ft fi Locations
1 iii'iiti ttn v '■>
Two

w

Promo #84 Expires 5/22/05 |

320 ELM ST. #H: Completely
furn.apts. Resident pays electric.
S545/mo.fora 12 month lease.
S595/mo.for a 9 month lease.
525 N. ENTERPRISE HA&B:
S610/mo.for a 12 month lease.
801 FIFTHST.#1-8:S495/mofor
a 12 month lease. S595/mo.fora
9 mo. lease. »3,4 & 6 Rented.
803 FIFTH ST. »2-5: S495/mo. for
a 12 month lease. S595/mo. for a
9 mo. lease. «6 Rented.
520 E. REED ST. #2,4 8,7:
Tenant pays electric.$565/mo.fbr
a 12 mo. lease. S665/mo. for a 9
mo. lease.
824 SIXTH ST. «2-8: Well maintained & new windows! $495/mo.
for a 12 mo. lease. S595/mo. for a
9mo.lease. »3 Rented
843SIXTHST.«2«r3:Two
bathrooms. $410/mo.fora 12mo.
lease. $510/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.
224TROUP:$525/mo.fora 12
mo. lease.

ONLY $999°°/mo. + util.

#» CHELSIE CT: Condo. $710/mo.
plus utilities.

Amenities: washer/dryer
mkiowave
fa log fireplace
car garage
walk In closets
larjje yard

r " f„L|i

Big Boy

• 1006 N. Main St.
419-352-5131
•1540E. WoosterSt. I
419-352-3531

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS/DUPLEXES
228 S. COLLEGE #K-M:Two
bdrm.unfurn.or turn. (S25/mo.)
apts.
_ Resident pays S20/mo
(or unlimited gas heat, water &
sewer. Resident pays electric.
S795/mo. for a 12 month lease.
$595.00/mo.for a 9 month lease.

485 S. CHURCH ST: S690/mo
plus utilities.

^

312CLOUGH: $745/mo. plus
utilities.
322 DERBY: House. $575/mo.
plus utilities.
401 & 407 S. ENTERPRISE ST.
*A&B: S435/mo. plus electric &
gas. 401 KB & 407 «A Rented.
115W.EVERS: House.S695/mo.
plus utilities.
138 N. MAIN ST «A & B: Non
smoking apts. $675/mo. plus
electric & gas.
175N.MAINSTHC: S410/mo.
plus all utilities.
202 W. MAIN ST, PORTAGE:
$545/mo. plus utilities.
31SN.MAPLEST:S555/mo.
plus utilities.
309 PEARL ST: S600/mo. plus
utilities.
309 PEARL ST: $695/mo. plus
utilities.
119 SECOND ST, PORTAGE:
S595/mo. plus utilities.
219 S. SUMMIT: $435/mo. plus
utilities.
920 E.WOOSTER: Across from
Kohl Hall! $750/mo. for a 12 mo.
lease plus utilities. $895/mo. for a
9 mo. lease.
1024/1026 E.WOOSTER: Across
from Kohl Hall! 1024- 5610/mo.
plus electric. 1026- S710/mo.plus
electric

www.newloverentals.com
332 S M.im Street
(419) 352 5620

L
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UAO TO HOST COMEDIAN RANDY CHESTNUT
The University Activities Organization invites you to
a performance by comedian Randy Chestnut at 8
p.m. tonight at the Black Swamp Pub in the Union.
Nationally known, Randy Chestnut has performed
with Lewis Black. This event is free!

CAMPUS

set a life
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All Day
Contemporary African Art Exhibit,
"Meeting Place" is an
exhibition of the work of Richard
Razafindrakoto, painter, poet,
and installation artist from the
Madagascar Republic, and the
current Jane Labino-Black
Artist-in-Residence in the School
of Art, BGSU. The exhibition is free
and open to the public. This event
is made possible through the
generous funding of Jane
Labino-Black, and with the
support of the School of Art. For
More Information contact Rebecca
L. Green rlgreen@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Founders Keepers Food Court
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
The Clothesline Project, sponsored
by the Women's Center
Bell Tower Mall
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Box City Info Table, sponsored by
Habitat for Humanity
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Ai' Force Service Project Air Force
ROTC will be raising awareness
for their Relay for Life event and
handing out pamphlets and
taking donations for purple HOPE
bracelets
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
MFA Thesis Exhibitions
Opening Receptions: Friday, April
29, 7 - 9 p.m.
Dorothy Uber Bryan. Willard
Wankelman, and Union Galleries
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
"Fire and Sand: Explorations in
Glass" works by BGSU glass
students.
Union Art Galleries
10 a.m. ■■ 4p.m.
Beyond BG Info Table, sponsored

3U3WT
YOUK t\P
ONUm H
It is easy
to place a
classified ad in
The BG News!

m
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by University Ambassadors
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
The Economics Club will be
raffling off an iPod as a
fundraiser for their club
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Spring Fest Tickets/Wristbands,
sponsored by Dry Dock
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
'80's Dance Ticket Sales,
sponsored by H20
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
GeoJourney Geology Field Program
Info, sponsored by the Geology
Club
Union Lobby
1 - 3 p.m.
National Teleconference: First
Encounters is provided by the
Office of Student Academic
Achievement. Please download,
print and bring along the booklet
for this teleconference. Call Lorrie
Sawaie at 372-0495 for more info.
Union Theatre
2 p.m.
The BG@100 Open Forum is an
opportunity to learn more about
the BG@100 project to implement
PeopleSoft for BGSU's
administrative systems and to
ask questions of team members.
All are encouraged to attend.
Information about the project is
available online at www.bgsu.edu/
BGatlOO and any questions may
be directed to BGatl0O@bgsu.edu
314 Union

2 - 6 pm
A0II Recess Olympics philanthropy
will be held to raise money for

arthritis research Play all of your
favorite childhood games
including: kick ball, dodge ball,
redhght/greenlight, relay races
and a scavenger hunt. Prizes will
be given out all day! Cost is $5 for
UNLIMITED GAMES. Get a group
together {six per team) to play in
our dodgeball and kickball
tournaments. Cost is $15 per team
plus teammates play. For more
information contact. Amber Nelson
at ambern@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Field between Hreischer and
Saddlemire
6 - 9 p.m.
LGBTA-Q Resource Center: "Queer
Law - Issue 1," sponsored by the
LGBTA-Q Resource Center
208 Union
7 p.m.
The International Careers Network
was created to help BGSU
students explore career options in
the international arena, whether
in government, business, educational, travel, or other sectors. Our
network begins by sharing
information with one another, and
extends through collaboration with
other campus organizations, invited speakers, the Career Center,
and academic departments
including International Studies
101 Shatzel
7:30 - 9 p.m.
"A Great Debate: Are Abortions
Immoral?'" A debate on the
morality of abortion, featuring
Russell Disilvestro and Monica
Gerrek, of the BGSU Philosophy
Department. One hour of debate
followed by half an hour of
questions from the audience.
For more information
contact Ian Young, 372-9365 or
iyoung@bgnet.bgsu.edu
115 Education Building

7:30-9 p.m.
Coach Brandon Leadership
Presentation. Come listen to Coach
Brandon speak about leadership,
motivation and teamwork. He will
relate his experiences on the
football field to everyday life, and
how each has led the
football team to two straight
bowl game victories. This event
is free and open to the campus
community. Presented by ISM,
APICS and the Department of
Management (College of Business
Administration!
For additional info, contact
thoyt@bgnet.bgsu.edu
202B Union
7:30 - 9 p.m.
Open forum and discussion on
Catholicism. This is an open forum
on Catholicism in the spirit of promoting inter-faith knowledge and
understanding. It is an opportunity
for students arid faculty members,
both Catholic and those of other
faiths, to ask any questions about
the Catholic Church and faith.
There will be a five person panel
from the Toledo Diocese, each with
expertise in Catholicism. Panel
members include two priests, one
highschool theology teacher, and
one Catholic journalist with extensive knowledge of the Catechism.
The forum is hosted by Creed on
Campus uiid will be held in 221
Olscamp Hall from 7:30-9:O0pm
Come when you can and nail us
with your hard questions!
For more information contact-.
creed@bgsu.edu
221 Olscamp

Mike Click BGNws

WHERE'S MY SCRIPT?: Members of Theta Alpha Phi held their
annual Improv-A-Thon yesterday outside of the Union. The group
performed while audience members yelled out ideas and topics.
During the event, raffle tickets were sold for a $150 Visa Card.
Portions of the funds raised will go to Equity Fights for AIDS.

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Any questions about registering for classes on the
Web? Call the Registration Help Line
at 419-372-7777 for assistance.
Sponsored by Advising Network

Monday, April 25
8-10PM
BTSU Ballroom

Now's the best time to buy.
College Graduate
Incentives Available
What:

Simply complete

A CAMPUS-WIDE, YEAR-END CELEBRATION!

our form at:
bgnews.com/cla.ssifieds

Thayer Scion Thayer Toyota
1225 N.Mdin St. B.G.- (419)353-5751 -www.ThayerBG.coni

CTnBlZQEIXZll
Summer Adventure Travel

Have fun with sports-related games, including
"Score a Goal on Jordan Sigalet," baseball speed
throw, Quarterback Challenge, putt-putt, and more!

Special Events:
The Outstanding Senior Award will be announced,
Henna Tattoo and Caricature Artists, and free food
all night long. Freddie and Freida will be available
for pictures.
^ A

Who:
EVERYONE!
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Major Raffle Prizes include:

Aft. 8t*re&
Ctty8n*reb
StnUr F*r**r*U*

Explore Southern

Africa

Cumpn-t EvnvU

Safari's and turf I

8priryf Brttik- frovU

20 days .„m$995

Down Under

8trvlc+i Offtrni

t

Cett & Fei

Tickets to the Mudhen's game, an IPod, savings
bonds, bowling party for 10, professional business
accessories, Falcon athletic gear, and more!

Gold Com 10 Colrni

STOP 8Y TODAY
TO HEAR ABOUT
THE OTHER GREAT

TOURS WE OFFER
' Air'.C IVH ■ ■« Ii.-Wll

PnV0fHt44

(800)332.6231

11 days... $945-

TRAVEL
www.statravel.com.

Sponsored by: Apple, Al-Mar Lanes, BGSU Alumni
Association, Key Bank, National City Bank, Pepsi, SBX,
Sky Bank, Sports Illustrated, Student Alumni Association,
University Ambassadors and Toledo Mudhens.
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OPINION

"I'm excited to not have to
wear [just] bras and panties."
"Demote Housewives" star Eva Longoria,
cm why shes overjoyed about an upcoming movie role.
tUSA'folly)

STAKI'KDITOHIAI.

Ohio invests in coins - so what?

We've always been told on
campus to respect and embrace
those different from us.
Then why should we condemn
the state when it does something
profitable yet different from what
we'd expect?
The Toledo Blade reported earlier this month that
the Ohio Bureau of Workers'
Compensation invested $50 million in rare coins—something no
other state agency is doing. The
fund is controlled by coin store
owner loin Noc from Toledo.

That's no chump change.

The Blade continued to report
as if funny business was all over
the place. Noe is a Republican
and used to be the chairman of
the GOP for Lucas County, He
was appointed chairman of the
Turnpike Commission by Gov.
Bob Taft. He loaned money to
a real estate company that sells
low-income housing. And two
of the coins worth a net $300,000
were lost in the mail.
However. The Blade buries a
rather important statistic: the

investment made roughly $103
million for the state after Noe's
cut. That's a 20 percent return.
Democrats, such as Columbus
Mayor Michael Coleman, are
calling for investigations up the
wa/oo regarding this investment.
And yet again another issue
has been made controversial
simply because the two sides are
partisan. Instead of a black-andwhite issue, the two sides are
instead red and blue.
Given Ohio's urgent budget
issues, turning a profit should be

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

a welcome sign — provided it's
done legally, of course
The Blade has written nine
news stories devoted to this subject, along with two days of letters
to the editor, one op-ed column
and one editorial cartoon.
Coverage outside of The Blade
has been scarce. A couple stories have ran in The Plain Dealer
and the Akron Beacon loumal,
and iiiok up five paragraphs in a
national briefing article from the
Washington Post.
The Blade has a near monopo-

PEOPLE Social smoking is
ON THE STREET

Independent
filmmaking
needs support
Last night UAO brought
in the east of Napoleon
Dynamite for a Q&A session. Sweet. I'm glad that the
campus is supporting independent cinema. Well.. sort of independent cinema.
After all, "Napoleon
Dynamite" is one of those socalled independent films that
eventually gets picked up by a
distribution company, which in
turns puts a ton of money into
promotion and distribution.
'Ihen, somewhere along the line,
1 think it's fair to say that the
"independent-ness" ot the film
begins to fade a bit.
Now. I'm not knocking
"Napoleon Dynamite" in any
way. I love the movie. I even
went through Uiat phase where
I walked around and told everyone else that they were llippin'
idiots and said "Awesome" more
times than anyone should in a
single day. But my point is this.
While it's great to support
"Napoleon Dynamite" and talk
about how independent it is and
how "outside the Hollywood
system" the film was, why aren't
we looking to our own campus
for independent filmmakers to
support?
Because there aren't any, you
say?
Actually, there's a bunch of us.
BGSU has over 100 film majors
and filmmakers on campus,
all struggling to make our film
dreams come tnie by scraping
together our last 20 bucks to buy
pizza for our crews.
This weekend, the University
film Organization is sponsoring our Ihird Annual Film and
Media Festival to showcase
Bowling Green filmmakers. We
have almost 20 films including
documentaries, experimentals
and narrative films ranging from
serious war pics to comedies
about the crazy meter police that
roam around downtown.
I'm not asking you to not support "Napoleon Dynamite." I
was there like the rest of you. I'm
asking you to support your peers
here in Bowling Green who are
hoping to be the next generation

of independent filmmakers.
Maybe you haven't heard
about the festival and that's why
you wouldn't come. Maybe you
don't know that it's completely
free. It may have something to
do with the fact that our organization got $950 from SBC
funding to not only organize our
event but publicize it too, versus
IJAO's $150,320 that they got for
this year.
I ley, more power to them.
But if you're interested in real
independent film, check out the
festival. Student films screen on
Saturday between 2 - 5:30 p.m.
and 7-10 p.m. in the Gish Film
[heater.
Oh yeah... Art laFleur's going
to be there t<x>. He's the guy who
plays The Babe in "The Sandlot."
He may not be a skinny geek
that likes chapstick. but we think
he's pretty cool for coming.
ION WAGNER
PRESIDENT. UNIVERSITY FILM
ORGANIZATION (UFO)
wagnejfj^'bgnet.bgsu.edu

Anti-abortion
feminist?s view
was lacking
I attended the Pro-Ufe
speech by Sally Winn on
Monday evening. Before I
get started, I must say, "Refuse
to Choose" is about the weakest statement to attach to
"Reclaiming Feminism" I've
ever heard.
Sally Winn has manipulated
the first and second waves of
feminism to fit her agenda.
Manipulation is something all
propagandists do. First and
Second Wave feminists, while
brilliant, couldn't have possibly
imagined what life for women
living now would be like. Let's
stop applying their views of yesterday to today and acknowledge
that they were progressive for
their time.
Then she declares a helpful
truth, that women get abortions
because of lack of emotional
support from a partner and
financial concerns. But she falsely claims that she, as an anti-violent activist/feminist, is going to
help college women have babies

and study too.
Never mind that most college-aged women are white and
of certain wealth, so her agenda
promotes population growth of a
certain race and class.
Never mind that there is no
money to provide for existing
mothers with existing babies
because we throw our money
into one big pot called war, and
supposed world diplomacy.
Never mind that I want to
have sex by free choice because
this is one way that I can be free
with my body, my sexuality.
Never mind that I don't want
to grow a baby in my womb for
nine months, though I am a
strong and dedicated woman.
Never mind that despite the
option of adoption, I will eternally be aware of and feel responsible for the life I helped create,
grew to full term and let out into
this strange world if 1 do in fact
become pregnant and choose
not to abort.
Sally Winn works for Feminists
for Life. Sally Winn is the vice
president. She declared that
lier organization has a niche for
helping women once they are
pregnant. Neither she nor her
organization takes a stance on
contraception.
They do not see availability of
oral or other contraceptives as
a preventable measure in relation to abortion. Basically, they
want you to have sex, have your
babies, and they, in the mean
time, are working on locating
money—that doesn't exist — for
you and your child.
Here's the common ground:
pro-choice is pro-life until someone finds a universally affordableway to help women prevent
pregnancy while remaining
sexually liberated and intent on
other goals in life besides giving
birth and raising children.
Intent on a career, not because
they want to be like men but
because they want to be like
themselves. Pro-choice is
pro-life until the world is realistically affordable for all women
who do raise children.
Pro-choice is pro-life because
"refusing to choose" in this
present society means having no
choices at all.
ELISABETH S0WECKE
STUDENT

selisab@bgnct.bgsu.edu
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ly on coin information, probably can allocate more money to
injured workers.
more than we care to know.
And the BWC doesn't put all
But the coin investment was
one of many opportunities their eggs in one basket. They
reviewed by the BWC. This invest- have several investments. This
one simply sticks out because it's
ment, they felt, was the best.
If there was fishy business, it out of the ordinary.
We learned it in third grade
will be found and dealt with by
Ohio's anti-corruption watchdog. — don't tease those different from
Both Gov. Taft and Mr. Noe wel- you. We understand the need
come the investigation, and feel for skepticism, but it's polarized the region and turned too
nothing illegal will surface.
But the BWC looks out for much attention on a good investworkers in Ohio, and if their ment when there are far more
investments earn revenues they important stories today to cover.

What is your
favorite Napoleon
Dyna-moment?

KIM 0ILLER
SOPHOMORE,
INTERIOR DESIGN

'Just borrow some
from the nurse, I
know she has like five
sticks in her drawer!'

ASHLEY HOWARD
FRESHMAN, AMPD

'But my lips hurt real
bad... GOSH!'

CHAD EDEL
SOPHOMORE, DIGITAL ART

The part where
Napoleon gets
smoked in the head
with a steak.

KRISTEN KULBIS
SOPHOMORE. FINANCE

'Make yourself a gosh
dang quesa-dilla!'
These lour rtippin' students were
amoni several who waited m line
to see three actors from "Napoleon
Dynamrt*" last night In OlscMip.

a step above habit

All the social smokers
reading this need to
unite.
Come on, let's go. We social
smokers really do not get
enough credit, so let's join forces
to end the sour reputation we
are given.
For those of you who are not
up on the smoking lingo, a social
smoker is someone who only
smokes when they are with
others. I am going to explain
why social smoking really is not
that bad in this column.
So that no one is mistaken, I
do not promote social smoking
or any smoking for that matter.
There are too many health risks,
but from my experience I do not
believe social smoking is as bad
as regular smoking.
I low many of you social
smokers have ever been at a
party or bar where a regular
smoker teases you for not being
a "true smoker," while a nonsmoker stands by and tells you
any kind of smoking is bad. even
if you only do it occasionally.
That's me. I like smoking at
parties or bars, but I never do
it elsewhere. I know the regular
smokers and non-smokers who
tease people like me are only
doing so in good fun, so I'm
returning the favor by writing
this column.
A recent by study of 10,904
college students from 119
universities found that 2,401
of those students smoked. 51
percent were social smokers. I
found an article on WebMD
that practically compared social
smokers to drug users.
The article said researchers
call social smokers "chippers,"
a term used to define heroine
users who try to avoid addiction
by infrequent use of small drug
dosages.
How could people apply a
term associated with heroine
users to social smokers? Iris at
least stay in the same ballpark
here. They are using the correlation of addiction in both cases,
but I really do not believe social
smoking has that many risks
of addiction. The same article
reported that it is very hard for
a regular smoker to cut down to
social smoking.
I quit smoking regularly
almost two years ago, in June
of 2003.1 did not touch another
cigarette until a few months later,
when I was back in Bowling
Green in a college atmosphere
with friends and parries. I have
enjoyed social smoking ever
since then, and 1 have never
had the desire to smoke besides

NICOLE
DELISIO
Opinion Columnist

when I am out with friends on
the weekends

There are some weekends I
don't even smoke at all, and I
could easily not do it at .ill 1 do
it mostly for the social aspect,
because joining other smokers
outside a party does indeed help
you meet people. When I graduate in less than three weeks,
chances are I will rarely ever
smoke, even socially, because
how hard is it to party like a
college kid when you are working full time?
One doctor in the WebMD
report actually verified this
aspect of social smoking. He said
that if people are honest, and
truly only smoke during social
sit nations, they really do have
a significantly less chance of
dependence.
Another doctor said in the
same article that if healthy people smoke only one or two cigarettes per week, it is likely that
something other than cigarette
smoke will kill them. I personally
do not think cigarette smoke will
kill me. 1 have no symptoms of
a nicotine addict, my breathing
is absolutely up to par, and I do
not plan to smoke socially much
longer.
The Wausau Daily Herald
published an article in which a
registered nurse described how
social smoking is actually a habit
in itself. She said that if a person
feels the need to smoke while
having a drink or hanging out
with people in certain places,
they are already not in total
control of their urges.
To this nurse's credit, I will
admit that when I smoke at bars
or parties it is usually for the sole
reason that I have an urge to.
But as 1 mentioned above, I am
proof that social smoking does
not necessarily lead to addiction.
The same goes for some of my
friends who smoke socially, but
have never been regular smokers, in fan, for people trying to
quit after years of smoking
regularly, it might work better
to cut down to social smoking
instead of going cold turkey.
So, to all you social smokers
out there, we really do not need
to feel ashamed. Social smoking
really is not that bad after all.
E-mail Nicole with comments
at ndelisimgneLbgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES

Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous
submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line narked "Letter
to the Editor"orTrtiest Column."0nly
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Space exploration keeps alive
ideals held by early explorers

Courts carft remove moral
thought from jury rooms
The Bible saved a Colorado
man's life after first condemning him. And it's
not in the way one might think.
Robert I larlan was convicted
in 199!i for kidnapping, raping
at gunpoint and murdering a
25-year-old cocktail waitress, as
well as for shooting and
paralyzing a motorist who tried
to help the waitress escape. For
this crime, jurors gave him the
death penalty.
Last month, the Colorado
Supreme Court overturned
Marian's death sentence in a
3-2 vote because jurors turned
to the Bible for advice when
deciding his punishment. The
defense said studying such
verses as "eye for an eye, tooth
for a tooth" might have influenced the jury's decision.
1 larlan's attorney said the
jurors had gone outside the law
by going to the Bible "to find
out God's position on capital
punishment."
After hearing the appeal the
court changed his conviction to
life in prison without parole.
last week, prosecutors
appealed the court for another
chance to argue for Marian's
execution, arguing the Bible
didn't significantly influence the
jurors' decision and that juries
should be permitted the use of
such religious texts,
The Bible isn't the only source

MEGHAN
MERCHANT
U- Witt Columnist

The La tat
Baybt University
a juror can turn to for advice on
justice. Concepts such as "eye
for an eye. tooth for a tooth,"
are found in other places as
we'l. The Code of I lammurabi,
one of the earliest codes of
law known to man, as well as
other religious documents also
express such sentiments.
Moreover, one can use the
Bible as grounds for defense as
well as prosecution. It praises
the qualities of love and forgiveness. Anyone consulting
it purely for advice on doling
out punishment must consider
this fact as well. Who's to say a
verse on loving one's enemies
or turning the other cheek has
less of an impact than the verse
about "eye for an eye?"
One doc n't have to consult
a Bible to find cither of these
ideas and jurors can't and
shouldn't leave their own morals behind when entering a
court room.
Religious beliefs often form
the basis for many people's
moral decisions and rightly so.
lustice Nancy Rice wrote in
her dissent "it is important to
note the concept of extraneous

When the space shuttle
Discovery launches
from the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida this
May, it will be America's first
manned flight into outer space
in more than two years.
NASA's shuttle program

information does not include
the general knowledge a juror
brings to court."
For these reasons, I believe
it would be extremely difficult
for die court to prove the Bible
unduly influenced the jury's
decision.
Furthermore, it shouldn't ban
individual jurors from referencing religious texts on their own
initiative. Ideally, personal religious beliefs are balanced out
by a diverse group of jurors to
keep deliberations in check.
Conservative Colorado based
Christian group Focus on the
Family criticized the court's
decision, saying the ruling "further confirms that the judicial
branch of our government is
nearly bereft of any moral
foundations."
While an extreme statement.
it reveah the opinion that die
outcome of this case goes
further than the life or death of
Robert 1 larlan.
Even at the state level, it
provides fuel for the ongoing
debate between conservatives
and liberals on the role and
power of faith, the Supreme
Court and the separation of
church and stale.
Ilie court must recognize
that one can't separate his
moral or ethical views from his
religious identity when serving
on a jury.

has been on hold since the
Columbia broke up during its
descent to earth Ben 1,2003,
killing the seven astronauts on
board.
The Columbia disaster
occurred because a piece of
foam hit the left wing during it-~
launch on Ian. 16,2003, causing
a crack. This allowed hot gas
into the ship when it reentercil
and caused it to explode.

The recent discovery ofa
crack in Discovery's fuel tank
led to fears of another space
disaster. But NASA has guaranteed that the crack, which
measures only an inch and a
half wide, is not a threat to the
launch or to the safety ol those
on board. NASA has also fixed
all other problems that could
lead to trouble for the space
shuttle in the future.

Still, there an Americans who
think the space program needs
to come to an end. They think
the loss of so many Americans

for an unnecessary adventure is
a waste of our tax dollars,
But the exploration of our
world — and of the space that
surrounds it — has been an

"■—■ ART WALK
SATURDAY, APRIL 23
12 noon - S pm
Historic Downtown Bowling Green
Haps & details at participating Downtown merchants
It pllthts * orir 100 ittiits
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important aspen ol human
nature since man existed.
Marco Polo was one of the
first "Westerners* to explore
China in the Kith century
Ferdinand Magellan became
the first person to sail around
the world in the 1500s.
And in 1492, Christopher
Columbus was convinced that
the earth was round, no) flat.
I ie knew he could sail to the
east instead of traveling In land
and discovered the Western
i lembphere, eventually leading
to the colonization of America
Mad Columbus not been
convinced that what he knew
was true, man may not have
discovered America until long
after he did, and our history
would have been greatly altered.
Tom Hanks, playing
astronaut lim lovcll In the
blockbuster bit "Apollo 13,"
said.Tm glne ii Christopher
Columbus had Come hack from
the new world and no one hail
followed in his footsteps."
Il is mankinds nature to
explore, and the progression of

problems. NASA find all the
problems every time, refusing to return to space until all
possible risks were fixed. It has
done the same this time with
t he Columbia disaster.
If we had given up on the
space program after the Apollo
i fire, we never would have
landed on the moon.
II we give up on it now, no
one knows what we will never
accomplish. It is important that
we continue exploring outside
of our world, so we can better
understand ourworld.
Every astronaut knows the
risk he or she is taking. These
people know that If they travel
into outer space, their lives
could end at any moment
rheyta more than willing to
take that risk because of what
may come from their travels.
If we give up on the space
program because of this
setback, the 17 men and
women who gave their lives to
outer space exploration have
died in vain.

our world depends on it
The Columbia accident was

not the first fatal accident in

What are you doing this
Become a hero
Challenge yourself
Million difference
Discover new things
Work with 7-17 ur olds
Learn new cultures
Meet new friends
Hove Fun
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America's space program. On
Ian. 27,1967, three astronauts
were killed in Apollo I when
the space capsule caught fire
during a test run. In 1986,
the (halenger space shuttle
exploded as it launched into
space, killing all seven on board.
After each disaster, the
space program stopped and
waned for NASA to correct the

AMY
BOITON

Superi^d)^,.

For more information:
YMCACampWillson
www.i^mcawillson.or^

800-423-0427
summercamp@ijmcawiliSon.

Personal Health Insurance. Comprehensive, flexible, affordable plans. To cover you after
you graduate. Before your career takes off. For details, call 800/722-7331. Or visit www.SuperMcdOnc.com.
MEDICAL
MUTUAL.

Official Health Insurer
of Bowling Green State University
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CONNECTICUT ENDORSES CIVIL UNIONS
IIARTIORD, Conn. — Connecticut yesterday became
the second state to offer civil unions to gay couples
— the first to do so without being forced by the courts.
Republican Gov. M. Jodi Rell signed into law a bill that
will afford same-sex couples in Connecticut many of
the rights and privileges of married couples.

www.bgnews.com/nation
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Students find lack of
sleep can create havoc
memory" Bordwell said.
llnicki warned that not
getting enough sleep can also creprnSBURGJ 1 - 1 laving trouble
ate problems with falling asleep in
sleeping?
class, eating disorders and trouble
Before you pop a pill, Melissa
concentrating while driving.
llnicki has a warning for you.
According to Bordwell, long
Pills aren't (he way to go.
term insomnia can even have an
said llnicki. a pulmonary sleep
effect on die immune system.
technician at the University
There are thousands of types
of Pittsburgh Medical Center
of sleep disorders. Bordwell said.
Montefion Hospital Sleep Uib.
While most cases of sleep disorWhile she acknowledged that
ders are related to psychological
sleeping pills are effective, she feel ttaed," Barnes said.
()ther students, however, don't issues, such as tragedies in lile. he
does not recommend them for
anyone suffering from insomnia. fed (hey can get through school said (his is not always the case.
Sleep apnea. which occurs
Young adults might have without getting enough sleep.
Pitt sophomore Kurt luscnweiti when a person repeatedly stops
trouble sleeping because of
their sleep patterns, llnicki said, has been using prescription breathing during the course of his
pointing our that many college Ambien since die beginning of sleep, is the most common sleep
disorder Bordwell sees. Although
students do nw go to bed until 4 the semester.
"I started on anti-depressants die person wakes up long enough
a.m., and then get up at 7 a.m.
Mark Bordwell. a registered like a year and a half ago, which in resume breathing each time,
polysomnographic
techni- gave me a hard rime sleeping, but it can occur hundreds of times
cian from University Services in I didn't start with the Ambien umil in a night, and long-tenn sleep
l"ottstown, Pa., also offered warn- school started and I really needed apnea can increase a patient's risk
ings about sleeping pills, faking a g(K)d night's sleep." Esenwebl of stroke.
If a patient has sleep apnea,
over-the-counter drugs such as said.
Younger people need more Bordwell said, surgeries can be
llenadryl can cause drowsiness,
Bordwell said, explaining thai sleep than middle-aged people, done to cure the most severe
cases.
such steep aids can cause- linger- Bordwell said.
lor a person diagnosed widi
lie suggested that people
ing drowsiness into die next day
The University's Student I lealtb should get an average of seven to any type of insomnia. Bordwell
service offers both over-the- eight hours of sleep each night, said, there are two main methods
counter and prescription sleeping but lie stressed that everyone is of treating it: Cognitive behavior
aids, including over-the-counter different Some people need nine modification and pharmaceutimedicines Benadrvi and Unisom, to ten hours of sleep each night, cals. Which method a physu Ian
according to student health while others arc fine with Only six chooses often depends on tliat
physicians school of thought.
hours.
pharmacy worker Colin Tracy.
"Not sleeping properly causes Bordwell said, adding that some
Sophomore Alicia Barnes often
has problems getting to sleep problems with short-term physicians even use both.
but she said she has never used
sleeping pills.
"When I have trouble sleeping,
I generally don't get to sleep until
around 5 a.m. I've just started
staying up late because my
schedule's all out of whack now,
anyway. I do want to go to try to
go to bed early, it's such a (win to
tall asleep" Barnes said.
"Usually. I'll just get on the
computer and mess around until I

By Laura lerpi
U-NIRE

A new way to eat
FDA unveils update to standard food pyramid
By Lindsay Wharton
U-WIHt

I.UBBOCK. Texas — The
United States Department of
Agriculture issued a new food
guide pyramid Tuesday called
MyPyramid. The pyramid
includes a new emphasis on
physical activity and tips to
maintain a healthy lifestyle.
Deborah
Reed,
a
nutrition professor at Texas
Tech, said students should use
the information on the USDAs
Web site to learn more about
living a healthy life.
"I would encourage them
to get on MyPyramid.gov, and
there's a worksheet to look at
their calorie needs and ftxxi
choices," she said.
The
newly-issued
pyramid clarifies food and
nutrition information for the
general public, Reed said.
It emphasizes the need for a
variety of foods with a renewed
focus on a range of food items
within each category.
"Green beans cannot be
your only vegetable variety,'' she
said.
Along with eating a variety
of food products, MyPyramid
explains what items in each category is better for the body. She
said whole grains are a healthier
alternative to other breads.
Also, low-fat milk is healthier
than whole milk, according to
www.MyPyramid.gov.
There is a larger focus on
milk in the new food pyramid
because of the rising concern of
osteoporosis, Reed said.
Meredith
Manning,
a
freshman psychology major
from Houston, said she

Namt APPtwto
WHO'S A BIG GIRL? Denise Austin, chair of the President's Physical
Fitness and Sports Council, leads USDA officials Mike Johanns, right, and
Eric Bost, left, in an exercise, during the unveiling of the MyPyramid.

"Green beans
cannot be your only
vegetable variety."
DEBORAH REED,
NUTRITIONIST
regularly consumes dairy products because she believes milk is
important to a person's health.
"I eat a lot of low-fat yogurt,
and I drink a lot of lattes with
skim milk.'' she said.
Scientists have found dairy
products important for a healthy
and long life, Reed said.
"In the past five years, more
and more studies have emphasized the importance of milk for
weight control and to alleviate
blood pressure," she said.
The new food pyramid also
features a person walking up
stairs in order to promote
exercise. Reed said it is good that

the USDA included this in the
pyramid because a person cannot be healthy without exercise.
People interested in being
healthy should consume a moderate number of calories and
should burn calories through
physical activity to maintain
healthy weight, Reed said.
lames Mangan, a sophomore
pre-pharmacy major from
Marshall, Tex., said he walks
regularly to stay healthy.
"Exercise is important in
general," he said.
According to MyPyramid.gov,
people should do a physical
activity for at least 30 minutes
most days of the week.
"The MyPyramid relates
more specifically to people and
includes physical activity," Reed
said.
,
The new food pyramid is not
only user friendly, she said, but
more effective than the former.
\HA \E.\ AHA AEA AHA

Apartments for Rent!
You Can Afford!
EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451 THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S360

521 E. MERRY STRFET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $675
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET- At Thurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn.,OneBdrm.& One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - $390

Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S350

93? FOURTH STREET

82S THIRD STREET - Pets Allowed
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
449-455 5. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm.One Bath.
School Year -One Person Rate- $385
One Year One Person Rate - $350
839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished,One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $455
One Year - One Person Rate - $390

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $600
One Year - Two Person Rate - $500
840 850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530
810 FIFTH. 649 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH
Furn. or Unfurn.. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470
818 SEVENTH &831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $545
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

724 5. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 1 72 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

615 SECOND STREET Two Bedroom
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable
pet deposit at these locations:
403 High, 831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777
Manville, 825 Third, 640 Eighth & 725 Ninth

SOSCLOUGH

Behind KlnkoH.

5/^ @&i (2#elt<i
@Z*mal2006
Britnie Allen and Seth Middleton
Rachel Allen and Mike Gallagher
Becky Apathy and Brandon Schilling
Ashley Bambam and Brian Ambs
Nicole Barrett and Date
Jessica Beane and Brandon Decker
Amelia Beer and Date
Sara Berkowitz and Steve Barber
Carla Bertoldi and Jeffery Rommes
Katie Bias and Date
Meidi Bollin and Josh Altman
Sally Brociousand Patrick "Flava Flav' Urbane
Nicole Bruffy and Date
Anna Calderone and Andrew "Bubba" Twardzik
Jen Castanheira and Ryan Jodway
Ramse Cavender and Justin Pruden
Danielle Clark and Griffin Jones
Karina Costello and Dylan Shepherd
Michelle Cotner and Date
Lisa Covill and Nick Bonanno
Lia DeCara and Jesse Kalin
Jessica Dill and John Haneline
Kara Englefield and JT Cole
Taryn Evans and Ryan Sawyer
Heidi Feldmann and Date
Christa Fitch and Kyle "Snugs" Pechak
Kimberlee Gilchrist and Date
Marin Heller and Anthony Zinni
Crystal Heyman and Jamin Roe
Megan Houghtaling and Nick Gordon
Leah Hrycyk and Brian Mercer

Heather Karshuk and Rafael Mendoza
Melissa Katuscak and Chris "Jizz" Jasinski
Beth Kelly and Steve Fogg
Candi Klemenc and Steve Milanese
Jacqueline Kovach and Joey Bruno
Stephanie Lekas and Scott Martin
Aimee Matras and Andy Dieringer
Melissa May and Clint Khoury
Kate McComb and Benjamin McKenzie
Stephanie Melillo and Mike Finelli
Beth Miller and Jon "J-Rob" Robertson
Molly Murley and TJ Davis
Amanda Murray and Adam "Ballz" Russell
Jacqueline Nagy and Craig Mack
Liz Parobek and Gino Paulus
Ashley Perry and Andy Yates
Anna Phillips and Mike Nesdill
Jennifer Phleger and Brad Boyer
Jessica Schafer and Tyler Wasserman
Stephanie Schafer and Tyler VanFleet
Danielle Schrage and Patrick McPeck
Sheareen Shahamat and Karlo Landrau
Holly Sipusic and Date
Jill Slaby and Eric Meiring
Nora Solomon and Jason Hollingsworth
Julie Strauss and Jake "The Snake" Mossbarger
Stefanie Tisone and Justin Schenker
Megan Vokish and Timmy Brean
Lindsey White and Jeff Weigand
Nicki White and Scott Hively

HOUSES ALSO AVAILABLE
629 ELM STREET i Bdrm.Limit S people limit UjrvSHHO.'mo.deposit $880.
Tenants pay utilities.Tenants have use of garage. Includes washer/dryer and A/C.
Lease dates May 14,2005- May 6,2006.
714 EIGHT #A 2 bdrm duplex. Limit 2 people Limit 2 Carl $080 Inn. Deposit $680
Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates May 14,2003 May 6, 2006
710ELM STREET i Bciun limn I people J740, mo .1 Jeposit $740 Tenants pay
utilities. Includes washer/dryer. Lease dates August 18,2005- August 5,2006.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419 354 2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday 8:30 5:00
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Teachers unsatisfied with Bush
Teachers upset with
Bush's No Child Left
Behind law.

Ps*i :
+•'

ByBenFHIer
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Peter Cosgrcve AP Photo
AWAITING A DECISION: The space shuttle Discovery sits on the
launch pad at Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla, last week
Discovery is scheduled for launch no earlier than May 15 on a mission
to the international space station carrying a crew of seven.

NASA chooses safety
inspection over time
TVvo years after
disaster, NASA is
ready to do it again.
By Marcia Dunn
THE ASS0CIH1ED PRESS

CAPE CANAVERAL Fla — NASA
pushed back next month'slaunch
of Discovery by a full week,
saying yesterday it needs more
time to complete testing and
engineering work for the first
space shuttle flight since the
Columbia disaster.
The new launch date is May
22.
"I'm very confident that the
team has dieir amis around this.
and we know exactly what we
have to do to get to the May 22
timeframe." shuttle program
manager Bill Parsons said, referring to the remaining engineering
analysis and paperwork.
NASA had been hoping to send
Discovery on a 12-day delivery
and repair mission to the international space station on May 15.

But a critical design review
of lbs revamped shuttle was
not held until this week, and
all the information needs to be
submitted to the task force
overseeing the space agency's
retum-to-flight effort
Wayne Male, Parsons' deputy,
said NASA has analyzed more
than 170 potential debris sources from the shuttle and external
fuel tank, and eliminated concerns that they might cause serious damage at liftoff as was the
case for Columbia in 2003. But
a few sources still need more
study: ice that can form on the
tank once it is filled with supercold fuel, and foam at the top ol
the tank.
Another
remaining
hurdle involves the brand-new
inspectionboomthatDiscovery's
astronauts will use to check their
spacecraftinorbitforanydamage
from launch debris. Engineers
are double-checking to make
sure the boom can withstand the
vibrations and stresses of liftoff.

WASHINGTON — The nation's
largest teachers union and
school districts in three states
sued the Bush administration
yesterday over the No Child
Left Behind law, aiming to free
schools from complying with
any part not paid for by the
federal government.
The lawsuit, filed in the
U.S. District Court for eastern
Michigan, is the first major challenge to President Bush's signature education policy. The outcome would appiy directly to the
districts in the case, but it could
affect how the law is enforced in
schools across the country.
Leading the fight is the
National Education Association,
a union of 2.7 million members
and a political adversary of the
administration. Hie union mobilized its forces for Democrat lohn
Kerry in the 2004 presidential
race, and its objections to Bush's
law prompted former Education
Secretary Rod Paige to call the
NEA a "terrorist organization."
The other plaintiffs are nine
school districts in Michigan,
Vermont and Bush's home state
of Texas, plus 10 NEA chapters
In those states and Connecticut.
Illinois. Indiana, New I lamps! lire,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Utah.
The NEA is paying for the
lawsuit.
Bush is facing battles on other
fronts, too. The Republican-led
Utah legislature voted Tuesday
to put its educational goals
ahead of the federal law despite
the possible loss of $76 million,
Connecticut is planning its own
lawsuit, and other states are
balking over money.
The law is widely considered
the most significant federal
education act in decades. It
puts particular emphasis on
ensuring that schools give
attention to minorities and poor
children who have long fallen
behind on achievement.
Dennis Pollard, an attorney
representing schools in Pontiac,
Mich., said the lawsuit was strict-

Wine & Beer
12PM -2PM

Sample the finest wines from
Italy and try 6 unusual beers
from around the world!
5 min. drive from campus
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Vaughn GurganiM AP Photo
FOR THE CHILDREN: The National Education Association, a union of 2.7 million members, leads the fight
against Bush. Other plaintiffs are school districts in Michigan, Vermont and Bush's home state of Texas.

ly about funding. "There is no the spending clause of the U.S.
intent to frustrate the purpose of Constitution.
No Child Left Behind," he said
Education
Department
The lawsuit is built upon spokeswoman Susan Aspey
one paragraph in the law called the suit regrettable, saying
that says no stale or school the NEA should join in helping
district can be forced to spend its children "instead of spending its
money on expenses the federal time and members' money in
courtrooms."
government has not covered.
At the White House,
"What it means is just what
spokeswoman Dana
it says — that you
Perino said Bush has
don't have to do
"It is the
overseen "historic
anything this law
cruelest
levels of funding"
requires unless you
receive federal funds
illusion to and a commitment
to holding schools
to do it," said NEA
give the
general counsel Bob
to high standards.
Chanin.
children a States are making
"We want the nrnmke that slr""8 adlit,vt'men<
Department
of prumise ituu gajns under lhe law
we never
she said. Hie main
Education to simply
education programs
do what Congress
intended
to
told it to do. There's
included in Bush's
law existed before he
keep."
a promise in that law.
took office, but they
it's unambiguous,
BILL MATHIS.
are now considered
and it's not being
SUPERINTENDENT
part of No Child U-ft
complied with."
Behind. During his
The
lawsuit
accuses (h£ government of short- presidency spending on those
changing schools by at least S27 programs has increased 40
billion, Uie difference between percent, from S17.4 billion in
the amount Congressauthorized 2001 to S24.4 billion this year.
Yet the suit, citing a series of
and what it has spent.
Education Secretary Margaret cost studies, outlines billions of
Spellings, as chief enforcer of dollars in extra expenses to meet
the law, is the defendant. She is the law's mandates.They include
accused of violating the law and the costs of adding testing,

getting children up to grade level
in reading and math, and ensuring teachers are highly qualified.
The plaintiffs want a judge
to order that states and schools
don't have to spend their own
money to pay for the law's
expenses — and order that the
Education Department cannot
yank federal money from a stale
or school that refuses to comply
based on those grounds.
"It is the cruelest illusion to
give the children a promise that
we never intended to keep,"
said Bill Mathis, superintendent of the Rutland Northeast
Supervisory Union in Vermont,
one district in the suit.
Plaintiffs include the Pontiac
School District in Michigan, lhe
Laredo Independent School
District in l,aredo, Texas; the
Rutland Northeast Supervisory
Union in Brandon, Vt.; and six of
the school districts that are part
of Rutland Northeast in south
central Vermont.
Bush defended the law
yesterday at a White House
ceremony honoring the teacher
of the year. "I love the spirit of
the No Child Left Behind Act,"
the president said. "I suspect
the teachers love the spirit of
challenging the soft bigotry of
low expectations."

UNIVERSITY

bookstore
You've invested
in us...
now we're investing
in you
Undergraduate Engagement
Scholarships for 2005-06
$4,000 for academic year
($2,000 each for fall & spring semester)
undergraduate
We're looking for
students who have demonstrated
Uo academic success
dan financial need
commitment to community
service and engagement

StimmeFs
Market

Scholarship details and online
application form are on the Web at:
Bookstore.BGSU.edu/UGScholarship

Grain and Grape...together!
Only 21 and over permitted

BGSU

1220 W. Wooster • Bowling Green

419-352-7792
Monday - Saturday 6 a.m.- 8 p.m. — Sundays 7 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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MORE THAN 50 BODIES FOUND IN IRAQ RIVER
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq's interim president
announced yesterday the recovery of more than 50
bodies from the Tigris River, saying the grisly discovery
was proof of claims that dozens were abducted from
an area south of the capital despite a fruidess search
by Iraqi forces.

WORLD

Israeli pullout from Gaza in motion
Israeli troops begin moving equipment from Gaza base in preparation/or summerpullout
largest Jewish settlement in
Gaza. About 20 containers were
JERUSALEM — Flatbed trucks removed yesterday, and more are
rumbled out of the Gaza Strip expected to be shipped out in the
yesterday carrying office coming days, the army said.
Military' officials said no weapfurniture, computers and
uniforms from an army base, tbr ons were in the shipment, and
Israeli military's first concrete the base won't be dismantled
step toward a planned puQoul until the end of the operation.
We are already preparing, so
this summer.
With Israel set to withdraw everything wont be last minute
all troops and settlements from during the planned withdrawal,"
Gaza In jus) three months. Prime said one official, speaking on
Minister Arid Sharon warned condition of anonymity under
that he expects Palestinians to military rules.
However, the date of the
loot abandoned sites alter the
soldiers leave. The comment withdrawal remained up in the
astonished Palestinian leader-, air yesterday as the government
considered delaying its start by
who say chaos is not inevitable.
The army trucks began emp- three weeks, from July 25 to Aug.
tying the base Of the Southern 15. A decision is expected this
Brigade in Neve Dekalim, the week.
By Josel Federman

THE 1SS0CI1K9 PSfSS

The delay was proposed to not an ideological decision, coordinated with us," he told
avoid pulling out during the and in any case, whenever the the Israeli daily Haaretz. "They
annual period of mourning by withdrawal takes place, and originally decided to conduct it
observant lews over the destruc- we always take into account in July, and now they are talking
tion of the biblical Temples, lead- religious dates. There is no about August or later, and it's
ing up to the fast day of Ttsha alternative but to carry out this their business when it starts."
Sharon, however, said he was
evacuation," Olmert told Israel
B'Av on Aug. 14.
skeptical of the Palestinians'
Sharon and Defense Minister TV.
Israel has prepared the with- ability (o prevent chaos after the
Snail] Mofaz have sent mixed signals on whether they favor post- drawal unilaterally, but has come withdrawal.
Sharon has accused Abbas
poning the operation. Both men under pressure to coordinate the
of not doing enough to rein in
have said they want to respect operation with the Palestinians.
Palestinian leader Mahmoud Palestinian militants.
the feelings of the settlers, most
Palestinian negotiator Saeb
Abbas said in a published
of whom are observant lews.
Vice Premier Ehud Olmert said interview yesterday that he is Erekat said he believed looting
officials were still weighing die willing to coordinate the was unlikely.
"The Palestinians are preparing
matter yesterday but that the gov- withdrawal with Israel, and that
ernment remains committed to he expects meetings to start itext themselves and will make sun*
that die day after is smooth," he
the withdrawal. Talk of the delay week.
Israeli officials said Mofaz said.
has prompted speculation that
Israel has delayed the planned
would meet Palestinian official
the government is unprepared.
"It's an operative decision, Mohammed DShlan lliursday to handover of three West Hank
discuss the pullout. Palestinian towns to Palestinian control,
Prime Minister Ahmed Qureia citing the lack of progress in
will sit down with Israeli Vice disarming militants. Sharon
Premier Shimon Peres the promised Abbas at a February
same day to discuss economic summit to pull out of five towns
over several weeks, but the
cooperation.
Abbas said he was not military has left only two so far
— lericho and Tulkarem.
concerned by a possible delay.
Abbas complained in the
The Gaza withdrawal is an
Israeli decision that was not I laaretZ interview that the Israeli

tsalnr AOayov AP Photo

BOLD LEAD IN: A crane loads equipment at an Israeli army base near the Jewish settlement of Neve
Dekelim. in the southern Gaza Strip yesterday. The Israeli military began removing shipping containers
from the base in the Gaza Strip on Wednesday, the army's first concrete step toward a planned pullout.
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Canada approves Sativex
Canada is first in
world to OK cannabisbased painkiller for
MS patients
By Beth Duff-Brown
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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TORONTO — Canada has
become the first country in the
world to approve a cannabisbased painkiller for patients suffering multiple sclerosis, a move
applauded by those with the
disease and proponents of
medical uses for marijuana.
Health Canada, the federal
agency that oversees medical
care for Canadians, announced
on Tuesday it had approved the
prescription painkiller Sativex,
made from components derived
from thecannabis plant that have
been shown to ease pain.
The British drag company GW
Pharmaceuticals, which developed the drag, said Canada is
the first country to grant regulatory approval for Sativex. which

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer a Fall 2005
Staffs

•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
'Copy Editors
•Opinion Columnists
• Photographers
•Graphic Designers
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews have begun, but applications
are still being accepted.

will be marketed in Canada by
Haver HealthCare and could lie
in pharmacies by summer. The
drug can be sprayed under the
tongue or inside the cheek, avoiding the carcinogenic dangers of
smoking pot.
Medical professionals voice
high hopes for the drag's success.
"The pain (of multiple sclerosis!
can be absolutely excruciating
and very debilitating," said Judith
H. Watt-Watson, a professor at
the University ofToronto's Center
for the Study of Cain. "There's an
urgent need for more options."
Many people with multiple
sclerosis, an autoimmune disease that affects the central nervous system, treat their pain by
smoking marijuana. But the dose
is hard to regulate and the drag is
difficult to obtain legally.
About 50,000 Canadians and
•100,000 Americans have MS
and some 2.5 million people arc
believed to be afflicted worldwide, according to the New
York-based National Multiple
Sclerosis Society.
About half of MS patients
suffer from chronic pain.
"It's hard to explain to someone who has never felt this type
of pain," said Steve Walsh of
Ontario, who suffers from MS
and was eager to try the new
drug. "It's like being plugged
into an electric socket all the
time. At times, putting on
clothes or anything touching
me can be too much to take."

K

lie told The Globe and Mail
dial he's smoked marijuana in
an attempt to ease his pain, but
didn't like the feeling of being out
of control.
Dr. Allan Gordon, a neuroloejxi and director of the Wasser
Pain Management Center at
Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto,
said that because Sativex is
administered as a spray, it
provides controlled doses and
allows the patient to decide how
much he or she needs.
Proponents of legalizing
medicinal marijuana are hailing
the new drug.
"This confirms that virtually
everything the U.S. government
has told us about marijuana is
wrong." said Rob Kampia, executive director of the Marijuana
Policy Project in Washington,
D.C.. The organization is fighting to have marijuana legalized
for medical use. "This product
offers patients and doctors a new
option and we hope Americans
will have access to it soon."
In the United States, the
federal
government
has
classified marijuana as a drug
that is as dangerous as heroine,
although 10 states have passed
laws that allow its use under
medical supervision.
In 2001, Canada became the
first country to adopt a system regulating the medicinal
use of marijuana for people
suffering from tenninal illnesses
and chronic conditions.

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
353-7272
(papa)
Mon, Tue & Wed: 11 am-1:30am

Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
HOURS! Sun:
11am-1:30am
cash, checks I

i §TO®IIMIF

1 Medium, 1 Item
2 Medium, 1 Kern

$10oo

Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com
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government is undermining him
with its criticism.
"Day and night, they are inciting
against me in tile Israeli media,"
Abbas told I laaretz. "I am not the
complaining type, but despite
the instructions we have issued
to halt incitement on our side,
Israeli officials have not stopped
inciting for a moment."
It was Abbas' harshest public criticism of Sharon since the
Palestinian leader took office.
Meanwhile, the Palestinian
legislature gave preliminary
approval to a new electoral
law — a key step toward holding parliamentary elections as
scheduled on July 17.
Abbas, who favors postponing the election and disagrees
with the system laid down in
the new law, can now propose
amendments before final
parliamentary approval.
The law calls for a mixed
electoral system — two-thirds of
the legislators to be chosen from
districts and the remaining third
by all the people. Abbas favors a
system with no districts, feeling it
would bolster his Mall party.
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BRIEFING
BG ready for Keino
and 5K charity run
The BGSU-Kenya 5K Benefit
Run is slated for this weekend.
This year's race will feature legendary distance runner and
Olympic gold medalist "Kip"
Keino.
The race will be held at the
BGSU main campus Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. As with
previous races held by BGSUKenya run, all proceeds will
benefit the efforts to stop the
spread of HIV-A1DS in Kenya.
To get more information, contact Josh Otiso at
ojoshua@bgnet.bgsu.

Draft trade
that doesn't
involve a
top 5 pick
BylanieMcCautoy
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The man who calls himself
"Showtirne"isleavingtheOakland
Raiders, and both sides appear
happy to be parting ways.
The Raiders traded disgruntled
comerback Phillip Buchanon
to the Houston Texans for two
draft picks Tuesday, neariy four
months after he publicly ridiculed
the franchise with no warning
leading into the final game.
Texans
general manager Charley
Casserly confirmed the deal
yesterday, but
said it won't
be official until
Buchanon
BUCHANON
passes a physical and the
TEXANS CB
NFI. completes
the required paperwork.
Oakland will receive a
second-round and third-round
pick in this weekend's NFL draft.
Texans coach Dom Capers
praised Buchanon's speed and
athletic ability.
"This gives us another young
player at a position that is hard to
come by," Capers said. "He has all
of the things that you look for in
that position. He has the natural
skill to come in and play for us."
The Raiders had been trying
to trade Buchanon in recent
weeks. The team talked to the
Washington Redskins about the
self-assured Buchanon, who
typically refers to himself in
the third person and arrived at
training camp in 2003 as a
second-year pro in a limousine
and wearing a fancy pajama suit.
Oakland traded its first-round
draft selection — seventh overall
— to Minnesota for Randy Moss
and won't make its first pick until
sixth in the second round, 38th
overall With the Buchanon trade,
the Raiders will pick 47th overall.
They already had the 69th pick
in the third mum! and now also
will receive one of Houston's two
picks that round.
Buchanon, the Raiders' firstround pick in 2002 out of Miami,
went off about the organization
BUCHANON, PAGE 11

Cavs cruise, still miss playoffs
his fourth triple-double of the Rookie of the Year honors in
season by grabbing a rebound 2003-04.
Toronto fans were rooting for
LeBron
James'
triple- just 23 seconds into the second
double wasn't enough to put the half, and the Cavaliers began the Cleveland to make the playoffs.
half with a 16-2 run that includ- One fan had a sign that read:
Cavaliers into the playoffs.
"I^Bron make Vince golf this
lames had 27 points, 14 ed two 3-pointers by lames.
His driving layup gave season!" in reference to Vincc
assists and 14 rebounds to lead
the Cavaliers to a 104-95 victory Cleveland a 29-point lead — its Carter, who is reviled in Toronto
over the Toronto Raptors last biggest of the game — with 5:12 because he demanded a trade
night, but the New Jersey Nets left.
and acknowledged he didn't
lames said before the game give it his all with the Raptors.
defeated Boston to capture the
Fans cheered when the
eighth and finai playoff spot in that he would be checking out
the scoreboard.
videoboard showed an injured
the Eastern Conference.
"You're going to have see what Carter going to the locker room
Cleveland and New Jersey
finished with the same record, the updates ate during the game during the New Jersey-Boston
42-40, but the Cavaliers didn't and just keep your head up for game. They also cheered when
have the tiebreaker because the it," said James, who dropped they showed footage of Carter
his head when the final buzzer missing a layup.
Nets won the season series.
Last time in Toronto, James'
James did what he could, sounded to his game.
Cleveland went 4-7 down 56-point effort was wasted.
and by halftime was only
one rebound -short of a triple- the stretch, spoiling what many Point guard leff Mclnnis didn't
double as Cleveland led by considered to be a breakthrough
15. The 20-year-old recorded season for James after he earned
CAVS,PAGE 10
By Rob Gillies
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NOT ENOUGH: LeBron James drives past Toronto's Milt Palacios last
night. James had 28 points, 14 rebounds and 14 assists and the Cavs
won 104-95 but they still missed the playoffs thanks to a Nets' win.

BASEBALL

Schmitz wins No. 399 for BG
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

Bowling Green head coach
Danny Schmitz earned his
399th career victory yesterday
as his Falcons came back from
a 5-4 deficit in the bottom of the
eighth inning to win a big 7-5
non-conference game over the
Dayton Flyers.
Schmitz, who came into the
contest with a career record of
398-355-4 in 15 seasons, would
become the first BG coach to
amass 400 wins in a career with
a win this weekend over Kent
State — a team the Falcons
will play a big three-game MidAmerican Conference series
with at home starting Friday.
For now, though, he is grateful for his Falcons battling back
and ending a two-game skid
after a tough 15-14 loss the day
before to Indiana-Purdue-Fort
Wayne.
"It was something that was
real important for us," Schmitz
said. "We told the boys after getting back from Fort Wayne last
night how important it was to
come out and play a solid game
today - we know we got a bigbig series at home this weekend
and today was a good sign for
us with the way we played."
Good play was what he got
from his team as the Falcons
allowed only eights hits on the
day and swung the bats well

throughout the game getting 13
total hits. This included three in
the eighth as the Falcons scored
three runs in the inning
After leff Warnock poppedout for the first out, a Kurt Wells
homcrun to right field tied the
game up - then after a Josh
Dietz walk and pinch-hit by
Steve Raszka the Falcons had
two on and only one out. The
Flyers then took out Jeff Mercer
and brought in Craig Stammen
to face Eric Lawson.
With a full count Lawson hit
a two RBI triple to centerfield
which broke the 5-5 tie and
brought home the go-ahead
runs. He tried for an insidethe-park homerun after the
ball went all the way to the
fence on a missed play by the
centerfielder, but was thrown
out at the plate. "That last kid (Stammen) was
throwing the ball really well and
I worked him to a 3-2 count and
he gave me a good pitch to hit
and I didn't miss it," Lawson
said of the winning hit.
All four pitchers for the Flyers
worked hard throughout the
game and got some big outs in
previous innings to keep their
team ahead. This included
getting the Falcons to hit into a
double play on two occasions
to end scoring threats in the
BASEBALL, PAGE 10

Vijaygoes
from Fiji
togolfingfs
hall of fame
By Doug Ferguson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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SOUTH PAW: Bowling Green lefty Adam Gumpf throws a pitch
yesterday against Dayton. Gumpt got hit hard early, but the Falcons
came back for a 7-5 victory.

Vijay
Singh's
arduous
journey from Fiji reached another
unimaginable destination yestei day when he was elected to the
World Golf I lall of Fame with the
lowest percentage of votes and
help from a clause in criteria.
Singh was the only player
elected from the PGA Tour ballot,
receiving 56 percent of the vote.
"Coming from where I am.
trying to make a living and never
thinking about player of the year
or the Hall of Fame, this was never
in my wildest dreams." Singh said
from the Houston Open, where
he is the defending champion.
"This is what hard work does. It
pays off."
Few have worked harder than
Singh, 42, a self-taught player
from tiny Fiji who toiled on tours
around the world until his career
took off in America. He has 25
victories on the PGA Tour, won
three major championships and
late last year reached No. 1 in the
world ranking
But his election to the Hall of
Fame was a close call.
Players from the PGA Tour and
International ballot require 65
SINGH. PAGE 11

Nolan Reimold: a player with baseball's five tools
By PAltt MMflH
SPORTS REPORTER

It may be the end of an era for
Falcon basketball star John
Reimold, but his younger brother
Nolan is just getting warmed up
for the baseball team.
After an impressive sophomore
season, where he hit .404 with 13
home runs and 57 RBI's, Reimold
broke into his junior year with an
eruption at the plate Just over a
month into the season he was
named the "Louisville Slugger's"
National Hitter of the Week. He
crushed four home runs and
drove in 13 RBI's in four games
during that stretch.
"It was pretty special being
the best hitter in the nation
for a week," Reimold said. "It's
an honor to get that kind of
recognition."
But that didn't even include
Reimold's best offensive performance of the season that took
place a few days earlier when he
hit a career-high three homeruns
against the Findlay Oilers in the
home opener on March 16.

Schmitz said Reimold is a
gifted
athlete
and
his
tremendous bat speed allows
him to hit a lot of home runs.
"When he gets in the zone
correctly he's got as good a bat
speed as anyone I've ever seen,"
Schmitz said. "He's strong and
boy, the ball can really jump off
his bat"
Reimold had another big game
on April 5 when he belted two
home runs for six RBI's, all in the
fifth inning of the Falcons 14-4
victory over Heidelberg. However,
Reimold hasn't homered or drove
in a run since
"Everybody goes through
a slump every now and then,"
Reimold said "I gotta just keep
doing the same things I've been
doing my whole career and I'll
break out of it eventually."
Despite his recent slump at
the plate, Reimold still leads the
Mid-American Conference in
home runs (12), RBI's (39), runs
scored (35), walks (28), triples
(3), total bases (84), slugging
percentage (.743), and on base
percentage (.479).

IB Hows Ho Photo

BIG CUT: Bowling Green right fielder takes a cut that gets him a home
run against Cleveland State in this April 14, 2004 photo.

He is also one of just two
regular starters on the Falcons to
have no errors this season.
"He's a five-tool player,"
Schmitz said. "He can hit for
power, he has a plus arm in the
outfield, is a very solid defensive

player and ran run like a deer
too."
It's no coincidence that when
Reimold is hot, so is the rest of
the team. The Falcons started
the season with an 11-2 record,
their best start since 1996. In the

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WVVW.BGNEWS.COfrVSPORTS

11 victories during that stretch.
Reimold blossomed into an
offensive threat hitting .404 with
five home runs and 18 RBI's.
Schmitz said Reimold's ability
to make his team better is a trait
that runs in the family.
"IReimoldl is one of those
guys that makes everyone else
play well.'' Schmitz said. "Hb
brother John was the same way
on the basketball court along with
Josh Almanson. Those guys were
difference makers and that's what
I see Nolan as"
The plethora of skills that
Reimold possesses has attracted
interest from scouts across the
country.
"This is my 15th year here and
we've had some pretty darn good
players that have come through
the program," Schmitz said. "By
far he's the one that has drawn the
most interest 'from scouts) since
I Ve been at Bowling Green."
With so many scouts
watching Reimold's every move it
can sometimes be tough for him
to stay focused. Reimold said he

tries to not let the pressure get
to him.
"I just gotta work hard to try
and impress Iscouts) and show
them I can play," Reimold said
"You always feel a little pressure.
Sometimes you try too hard.
The key is to stay relaxed and be
patient and let the game come
to you."
Reimold said it's important to
play well in front of the scouts
since it will eventually help him
reach the next level of playing
major league baseball.
"Once I'm done with baseball
here I'd like to play professionally," he said. "That's always been
a big goal of mine."
But right now Reimold has
other goals to accomplish before
he starts thinking about the
possibility' of getting drafted.
"I'm looking forward to getting into the MAC tournament,''
Reimold said. "That's our main
goal of the season every year and
I haven't been in a MAC tournament since I've been here so I
really want to do that."
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Rogge tells 2012 cities
to avoid bidding war

Mclnnis no show in Toronto

CAVS, FROM PAGE 9

play in that game, a benching
that helped lead to coach Paul
Silas' firing by new owner Dan
Gilbert the next day.
Mclnnis did not accompany
the team to Toronto this time.
On Tuesday, Mclnnis started
against Boston but didn't score
in six minutes before being
replaced by Eric Snow. Mclnnis
didn't rejoin his teammates on
the bench for the second half

By Stephen Wilson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Determined to avoid a return
to the abuses and corruption of
the past, International Olympic
Committee president Jacques
Hogge warned the five cities
vying for the 2012 Olympics to
obey ethics rules and stay out of
a "bidding war."
Rogge chided New York and
London yesterday for unveiling
incentives in a late push for votes
Without dealing them first with
the IOC. He said the IOC could
order the cities to withdraw the
offers if they weren't included
in the official bid documents
submitted in November.
"We
understand
the
candidate cities want to do more,
but the)' have to understand
where we come from." Rogge
said. "We come from a period
of excesses, we come from a
period of red carpet treatment,
we come from a period of where
u c had a corruption scandal in
locket flnck AP Photo
Salt Lake City. This is something
LISTEN UP: Jacque Rogge, President of the International Olympic
we don't want to repeat."
The IOC ethics commission Committee, briefs the media in Germany yesterday.
opened an inquiry Tuesday into
"We are providing the
whether New York and London lobbying and promotions.
that
has
In a presentation Sunday to clarification
broke bidding rules by promising financial, promotional and international federations, New been requested," London
marketing benefits to inter- York promised to market each spokesman Mike Lee said. "We
national sports federations, of the 28 Olympic sports for free areabletoahoM the way in which
athletes and national Olympic in the seven-year period lead- our commitments are based on
ing to the games, federations our bid book and presentation
committees.
New York and London would get free office space, with to the evaluation commission.
We believe they are consistent
officials insisted their programs computers, phones and staff.
Charles Battle. New forks with the required process."
were accounted for in their offiIn odier matters yesterday:
cial bid files, and expressed con- international relations dine
— Rogge urged U.S. pro
fidence their committees will be tor. said the proposed Olympic
Spons Marketing Council was leagues to adopt Olympic
cleared of any Wrongdoing.
The
proposals
were outlined previously in the bid standards for drug testing
announced this week during files and presentations.
and sanctions. Major league
a major Olympic gathering in
"We
developed
a baseball's new policy calls
Berlin, the last big chance for partnership that has nothing to for a 10-day suspension for a
bid cities to make pitches in the do with enticements or induce- Brut tailed test. Olympic rules
final stretch of the campaign. ments." he said. "We put ii in mandate a two-year ban for
Iondon and New York are com- our bid book and presented it steroids.
peting against Paris, Madrid and to the evaluation commission.
— The IOC announced the
Moscow. The IOC will select the Clearly this is something within procedure for finalizing the
I ic ist city on luly 6 in Singapore.
the rules. We feel comfortable 2012 sports program. Each of
"We do not want a kind of about what we did."
the existing 28 sports will be
bidding war in the last days by
On
Monday.
London put to a secret ballot on July
the candidate cities to say I announced a package ol it in Singapore. To stay on die
promise you that,' and the next more than $20 million in program, a sport must receive
day, 1 promise you that,'" Rogge assistance to athletes and a simple majority of 51 percent.
said at the close of a three-day Olympic committees, includ- Any sport failing to get a majorIOC executive board meeting. ing S50.000 "credits" to each ity will be dropped for 2012.
If one or more sports go out,
"This is not good for the Olympic national Olympic body toward
movement."
the cost of using pre-games the IOC will decide which of
IOC ethics rules have been training facilities in Britain
the five sports on the waiting
I ondon said it also budgeted list should be proposed for
tightened since the Salt Lake
( ity scandal, which led TO the $10 million to cover flexible, admission. They are golf, rugby,
ouster of 10 IOC members for round-trip economy air fares for karate, squash and roller sports.
accepting cash, scholarships, all 10.500 athletes and several
— The IOC will hold a
lavish gifts and other improper thousand team officials. Odier special congress in 2009 to
inducements from the 2002 perks include S100 worth of free consider the future of the
Winter Games host city. IOC phone calls for athletes, free Olympic movement, including
members are now barred from train travel throughout Britain a review of the reforms enacted
visiting bid cities, and the after the games and discounts at after the Salt Lake City scandal.
candidates face strict limits on restaurants, shops and theaters.
Hie t enue will be decided later.
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Notes: Snow went 3-for-14
until midway through the third
quarter, and when he was there, from the field. He played 47
he remained in his seat with a minutes because of Mclnnis
towel wrapped around his head. absence. ... Cleveland interim
The Cavs said he had a "viral coach Brendan Malone didn't
syndrome," but didn't give any want his players checking out
other specifics. Mclnnis said his the score in the Nets game. "I
stomach hurt while declining hope they are looking at the rim
interviews after Cleveland's 100- rather than the scoreboard." ...
The Cavaliers went 8-10 under
86 win over the Celtics.
lalen Rose had 25 points for Malone.... lames was one assist
the lonery-bound Raptors, who shy of tying a career-high. ...
finished 33-49 — one less win Comedians Damon and Shawn
Wayans sat courtside.
than last season.

Falcons use team to come back
BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 9

fifth and seventh innings after
getting the first two hitters on
base.
" We really got to capitalize when
we get scoring opportunities and
not let them slip away," Schmitz
said of the missed opportunities.
"I believe the one inning we had
bases loaded with nobody out
and didn't score and then the
next time we had runners on first
and third with nobody out or one
out and we didn't again — those
are things you've got to capitalize on."
Those who did capitalize on
those opportunities to score runs
where Andy I kulak. Lawson and
Wells wiio each had two hits to
lead the team and drove in five
of the seven runs scored. Hudak
was 2-4 on the game with an RBI
while Lawson was 2-5 with two
RBIs and Wells 2-4 with two RBls
as well.

Adam Gumpf (3-2) got the
The wind was blowing out to
right field for most of the day and start for BG and gave up only
made Stellar Field into a hitter's three runs on five hits in the first
park.
four innings.
Dayton capitalized on the conTom Oestrike then struggled
ditions and took an early 1 -0 lead giving up two runs on three hits
in the first on a fielder's choice hit in two and one-third innings of
by William Benoit.Then, after Be- relief before Brett Browning and
came back and took a 4-1 lead in Man Hundley came on in the
third, the Fryers came back and final two and two-third Innings
got two runs in both the fourth to combine for five strikeouts
and fifth innings to go ahead by a and no hits.
run. Their last two runs came on
Browning (2-0) picked up the
a home run by Bryan Chandler
that cleared the right field fence win and Hundley got his fourth
save on the year as the Falcons
by about 30 feet.
But the Falcon pitchers came move to 23-11 on die season.
up big as well and shut down the Mercer (0-1) got the loss for the
Flyers who fall to 22-15 on the
Flyers for the final 2.2 innings
"I thought our pitchers did a year.
BG will next face Kent State
real n ice job on a day where it was
tough to be a pitcher," Schmitz on Friday, Saturday and Sunday
said. "We had tough defense with before facing Xavier next
no errors today — yesterday we Wednesday as part of this seven
had five so we were really solid game home stretch. The first
pitch will be thrown at 3 p.m.
defensively."

Yanks hit hard by luxury taxes
By Ronald Blum
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The struggling New York Yankees
will be hit with a record luxury tax
this year.
Initial projections by the commissioner's office based on opening-day rosters have the Yankees
owing $30,637,531, according to
information obtained this week
by The Associated Press.
The only other team projected
to owe a tax is the World Series
champion Boston Red Sox. who
would pay $969,177.
Going into last night, the
Yankees were just 5-9, tied with
Tampa Bay for last place in the
American League East.
For the luxury tax. payrolls
are based on the average annual
values of contracts for all players
on die 40-man roster and include
benefits. Under that formula, the
Yankees opened with a payroll
of $204.6 million, followed by
Boston ($131.2 million), the New

York Mets ($116.4 million), the
Los Angeles Angels ($111.2 million) and Seattle ($109.3 million).
Teams with payrolls above
$128 million owe tax this year.
The Yankees pay at a rate of 40
percent for the amount they
are over because they will be
exceeding the threshold for
the third time under the labor
contract that began in 2003. The
Red Sox, projected to be over
for the second time, pay at a 30
percent rate.
Last year, the Yankees paid a
tax of $25,964,060 based on a
final payroll of $207,046,868,
according to the commissioner's
office. Figures were adjusted
slightly after the initial bill was
sent in December, with New
York's tax rising by $937,708.
Boston paid $3,148,962, a
decrease of $6,272 from the
December bill; and the Angels
paid $938,309, an increase of
$11,250.
i

Chris Gardner AP Photo

HE'S RICH: Yankees' third
baseman Alex Rodriguez flips
his bat during an April 16 game
against Baltimore.
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Qarettgate moves on to New voting criteria helps
NFL draft this weekend Singh get into golf HOF

By Joe Milicia

IH[ ASSOCIMED HR[SS

Maurice Claretl's long, strange
trip to the NFL is nearing its end.
Maybe.
It's been more than two
years since Clarett scored the
touchdown that gave Ohio State
its first national title in 34 years.
Then came legal troubles,
NCAA violations and a failed
lawsuit against the NFL A player
once spoken of with the kind of
awe reserved for a young talent
like !.eBron lames had become
synonymous with controversy
and poor character.
Now, Clarett issayingand doing
all the right things — enough,
perhaps, for a team to select him
in this weekend's NF1. draft
"He's definitely a second-day
pick," said Gil Brandt, the NFIi
draft consultant. "He's really tried
to turn his life around."
Brandt knows Clarett hasn't
dazzled anyone with his speed.
After a disastrous showing at the
NFL combine, Clarett improved
last month at a private workout
near his hometown of Warren.
Ohio, running a 4.67-second
40-yard dash.
But l-mmitt Smith and Jerome
Bettis didn't run that fast either,
Brandt said

"He might be a player that just
doesn't run fast, but somehow
gets the job done," Brandt said.
Don't look for Clarett to get
drafted any earlier than the fifth
round, said Mike Mayock, a draft
analyst for the NFL Network.
"This is a pretty good
running back class coming out
this year. I'd much rather go
with a proven track record of
durability," Mayock said. "Is
somebody going to say let's take
a chance? Yes."
Brandt points to Clarett
wrestling the hall away from
Sean Taylor after an interception
— one of the most memorable
plays of Ohio State's 31-24 victory over top-ranked Miami in
the 2003 Fiesta Bowl — for an
example of why Clarett is worth
drafting.
It was a play that took great
football sense, something his
representatives have been
promoting in recent weeks.
"Maurice is one of these guys
who you can do all the drills in
the world, you put a football in
his hand and he turns into a
different kid," said his attorney,
David Kenncr. "That's Maurice.
I le's been doing it since he was
5 years old and I don't see any

reason to believe it should
change now."
Clarett rushed for 1,237
yards and 16 touchdowns as a
freshman at Ohio State despite
missing three games with injuries. Then the trouble started.
Clarett was charged with misdemeanor falsification for filing a
police report claiming that more
than $10,000 in clothing, I IK
cash and stereo equipment was
stolen from a car he borrowed
from a local dealership. I le later
pleaded guilty to a lesser charge.
OSU athletic director Andy
Geiger announced in September
2003 that Clarett was suspended
for the season for receiving special benefits worth thousands of
dollars from a family friend, and
for misleading investigators.
Clarett then challenged the
NFLs rule that a player must be
out of high school three years to
be eligible for the draft. Initially,
a judge ruled in his favor, hut an
appellate court overturned the
decision.
Clarett continued making headlines for all die wrong
reasons, including his allegations
that coach Jim Tressel arranged
CLARETT. PAGE 12

Everyone wins in draft trade
BUCHANON, FROM PAGE 9

just four days before Oakland
(5-11)
ended
another
disappointing season with a
home loss to Jacksonville.
"I mean there is a lot of stuff
that goes on here and it ain't
right," he said at the time. "I am
not feeling too good here. I am
not happy with the organization.
Things ain't good right now. I
know that."
Buchanon said he spoke with
team personnel chief Michael
Lombardi late in the season to
express his desire to go elsewhere.
He was briefly benched last
season for his poor play, but
also had plenty of impressive
moments that showcased his
playmaking ability.

"The way I am feeling about
the Raiders, I am not happy,"
Buchanon said. "I am just not
happy with the organization right
now. I am looking forward to a
possible trade with somebody
else."
Buchanon's agent told Casserly
that Buchanon is happy to be
headed to I louston, where he will
be teammates with close friend
Andre Johnson.
A message left on Buchanon's
cell phone went unreturned
Tuesday night.
The Raiders also are
looking to deal four-time Pro Bowl
cornerback Charles Woodson,
who signed a $10.5 million
tender in February as Oakland's
franchise player.
Woodson. also the Raiders'

franchise player last season, will
receive a 20 percent raise over
last year's salary of nearly SB.8
million.
Buchanon has 11 career
interceptions, including four
returned for touchdowns, in 36
games. He has averaged 11 yards
per punt return with three TDs in
three NFL seasons
Last season. Buchanon had 50
tackles and three interceptions,
one for a TD, in 14 games. He
missed the final two games with
a bruised tailbone
The Raiders selected Buchanon
with the 17th overall pick in 2002.
Texans officials said they expect
to finalize the deal and introduce
Buchanon as a Houston player
at a news conference in Houston
today.

SINGH. FROM PAGE 9

percent of the vote for election.
Hall of Fame officials two years
ago added a stipulation that
if no one gets 65 percent, the
players with the most votes will
be elected provided he is on at
least 50 percent of the ballots.
It was the second time the
Hall of Fame changed its
criteria, lowering the standard
from 75 percent to 65 percent in
2001 after no one from the PGA
lour was elected.
I-arry Nelson, who won
10 times and three major
championships, finished second
in the voting with 55 percent.
Curtis Strange, the dominant
American of his generation with
17 victories and the back-tn
back U.S. Open titles, received
50 percent of the vote. Two-time
major winners Henry Picard
and Craig Woods rounded out
the top five.
The World Golf I lall of Fame
refused to say how many
ballots were returned or how
many votes Singh, Nelson and
other candidates received; it
only released percentages.
The induction ceremony
is scheduled for Nov. 14 at
the World Golf Village in St.
Augustine, Ma., although it was
not immediately clearly when
Singh would be inducted.
Officials noted at the end
of the announcement that
players have a right to defer their
induction if the ceremony
conflicts with their playing
schedule, noting thai Seve
Ballesteros and Bernhard Umger
each waited one year.
Karric Webb from the IPGA
lour needs only to play 15
tournaments this year to be
eligible for induction. Other
inductees could come through
theVeteran's Category or through
I jfelimc Achievement.
Singh was elected after having
one of the best years in golf.

■
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YEAH. HE'S GOOD: Vijay Singh waves after making a birdie at the
2005 Masters in Augusta on April 10.

He became only die sixth
player to win at least nine times
011 the PGA Tour, and shattered
the single season earnings
record with nearly SI I million.
Along the way, he picked up his
third major by winning the I't 1A
Championship in a playoff, and
ended Tiger Woods' five-year
reign at No. 1 in the world.
Woods recently returned to
No. I by winning the Masters.
None of this seemed
probable when Singh was

said. "To be where I am is
really incredible. It's hard to
even think about it. When you
look at where I grew up. how I
practiced, where I went from
there ... you can"! explain it in a
few words"
Singh was suspended from
the Asian Tour in 1985 over
allegations he doctored his
scorecanl. then worked as a club
pro in Borneo Irving to save his
money to resurrect his career.

sprinting across an airport
runway In I iji to get to the golf

qualified lor the European tour
and finally made it to the PGA
lour in 1993, winning the rookie

course, where he was one of
the lew kids in his country who
owned a full set of dubs,
I le spent 30 years refining his
swing, often studying pictuns
of Tom Weiskopf in magazines,
and continues to work endlessly
on the practice range
"There were only 500 guythat played golf In Fiji." Singh

- • f

Hewonthe 1988 Nigerian Opea

of the year.
I le has gotten better with age
Singh has won 13 times since
turning 40 — second only to
Sam Snead's 17 wins after 40
— and his 25 career victories
tied him with Tommy Armour
of Scotland as the most by an
international player.

402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

Beer
&

Wine at
State
Minimum

REGISTER NOW FOR SUMMER
All
Cigarettes at

State
Minimum

Education Designed Around You

Pick-up your cold beer
at our Drive-Thru

t

BUTT'S
CHEAP SMOKES
and
FINE CIGARS
TOBACCO OUTLET

fc

Associate • Bachelor • Master • Transfer

Th ! nk Summer
Register now for summer classes and enjoy more
class options. It's the smart start. Call 419-433-5560 or
visit www.firelands.bgsu.edu for more information.
SUMMER

2005

All cigarette! at Stale Minimum prices. Prices subjeel 10 change excluding non-filters, while supplies tan
Some price relied manufactured buy down
Surgeon General Warning: ( it'.irctlc smoke contains carbon monoxide

Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

The courses in bold are guaranteed not to be cancelled due to low enrollment.
Session

Coufle
ASTR201
CHEM 100
ECON 202
[DFI408
HDFS 106
HDFS 423
MGMT360
KYC 110
SOC 101
WS20O
W6V10

1 4 pm MTWHF
9 am ■ 12 pm H1WW
8 30 11:30 am MTWRF
8:30- 11 30 am MTWRF
8:30- 11:30 am MTWRF
1 4 pm MTWRF
6 ■ 9 pm MTWRF
9:30 am -12:30 pm MTWRF
1 -4 pm MTWRF
9 am - 12 pm MTWRF

IPC10J
MATH 115
MATH 120
MATH 213
PHIL 101
PHH319
POLS 110
POLS 374
PSVC 101
SOC 231
671-8/16

EDHD201

3-6pmTR

ACCT 221
ACS 2S0
BKX 101
■KM. 331
CRIU 395
ECON 293
E0AS4O9
EDT1302
FNO 111
ENO 112
ENG20O
GEOG12S
GEOG 225
HDFS 221
HDFS 420
HIST 205
HIST 206

6 9pm MWR
9 am- 12pmMTW
• am-12pmMWF
• 30 am -12:30 pm MTWR
1 -4pm TWR
4- 7pm MWR
1 -4pm MTR
7:45 - 10 am MTWR
7:4S - 10 am MTWR
10 am -12:15 pm MTWH
7*5 - 10 am MTWR
10 am 1 pmMTW
6-9pmMTW
10 am - 1 pm TWR
10 am • 1 pm TWR
2 - 5pm MTW
6- 9pm TWR

Course
8 - 10 -am MTWR. • am F
10 am -1 pm TWR
8:15 am - 12 pm MTWR
6-9pmMTW
8 - 10: JO pm TR
6 - 10:30 pm MW
10 am -1 pm TWR
6 ■ 9 pm TWR
10 am -1 pm MTWR
1 -4pm MTW

CS 180

10 am- 12 pm MWR

ACS 230
BKX 205
MATH 090
MIS 200

1 -3pm MTW
1 • 4:30 pm MTWR
6 -8pmTWR
6-9pmMW

ART 101
BKX. 332
ENS 112
ENS 200
EMC 200
GEOL100
IPC102
MATH 095
MATH 115
MATH 126
SOC 101

1 -4pm MTWR
8:30 am - 12 JO pm MTWR
7:45 10 am MTWR
7:4S 10 am MTWR
6 - 9pm TWR
10 am-1 pmTWR
6 - 9 pm MWR
1 -4pm TWR
1 -4pm TWR
5 10 -9 15 pm MTWR
6-9pmTWR

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
3 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture,full basement, washer/dryer
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
Apts. #19, #38, #59
2 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, new carpet, tile floors,
microwaves, washer and dryers
$700 per month plus utilities (limit 4)

BSSU Firelands reserves the right to cancel a class for non-enrollment reasons beyond our control,
such as death or illisess ol faculty members, etc.

*OK

Course descriptions are available on-line at www.bgsu.edu/cataiocj.

BGSU

Firelands
BGSU Firelands • One University Pr

419-433-5560 • www.firelrfnds.bgsu.edu

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm

'145 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.

i

419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Year off hasn't hurt Williams

- >23t **r

By John Nadel
tH( «SSOCI»ItO PRESS

Michael Conroy AP Photo

OFF AND RUNNIN': Ohio Stale running bach Maurice Clarett runs
against Purdue in West Lafayette, Ind. in this Nov. 9. 2002 photo.

Clarett looking
for redemption
client's image as an arrogant
kid who was going to sue his
for him ro Ret passing grades, way into the NFL is gone. He
cars and money for bogus thinks any of 32 learns could
summer jobs
draft him (his weekend.
He became a pariah as far as
"They're getting a feel for the
NFI. learns were concerned
fact that his biggest fault was he
But Clarett. who did not took extra benefits." Feldman
respond to an interview ret|iiest. said. "He just wants a job. He
showed the first sign of taking wants to prove that he has
responsibility for his actions first-round talent."
during an interview at the NFL
Clarett's mother, Michelle,
combine.
"When I looked at myself, has stood by her son through
sometimes I kind of looked like it all and said she only wishes
a joke to myself," he said. "I for success in whatever he sets
guess it was a part of growing out to do.
"I think with every year of
up and becoming who I am
today. I did do some things I life young people mature," she
said. "It's important to learn
shouldn't have clone."
Agent Steve Fetdroan said his from the journey"
ClARETT. FROM PAGE 11

A year later than originally hoped.
Mike Williams finally gets a shot
at NFI. stardom and the big bucks
that go with it.
Williams was a two-time loser
in 2004, first in his attempt to
become eligible for the draft a
year earlier than NFL rules allow,
then in an effort to play his junior
season at Southern California.
Despite having not played a
game in over 15 months, his stock
has risen to the point where he
seems a lock to be picked among
the top 10 in Saturday's draft.
The Minnesota Vikings,
choosing seventh, are a possible
destination should Williams be
available. After trading Randy
Moss to Oakland, they have a
serious need at wide receiver.
"I don't know where he's going
to fit in the draft. There's a lot
of people who need a guy who
can score touchdowns like he
can," USC: coach Pete Carroll
said of Williams, a 6-fool-4 1/2,
232-pounder with exceptional
hands and route-running ability.
Carroll should know, having
been an NIT. head coach for
four years before becoming the
Trojans'coach in 2001.
Gil Brandt, the Dallas Cowboys'
vice president of player personnel
from 1960-89 and now the NFUs
draft consultant, likens Williams
to former Cowboys standout
Michael Irvin.
The 21-year-old Williams
played two years at USC, catching 81 passes for 1,265 yards and
14 touchdowns as a freshman in
2002, then making 95 receptions
for 1,314 yards and a schoolrecord 16 IDs the following year.
After a court niled in February
2004 that Ohio State's Maurice
Clarett was eligible to play in Ihe
NFL Williams left USC, hired an
agent and said he was turning
pro. That made him ineligible for
the Trojans.
Williams was projected as
a first-round draft pick, but an
appeals court overturned the
earlier ruling and upheld the
Nils right to bar players who had
been out of high school less than
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NO. 1 GOING N0.1?: USC's Mike Williams fends off UCLA's Ben Emanuel as USC head coach Pete Carroll,
lower left, reacts during this 2002 game. Even with a year off. Williams is projected as a top 10 pick.

three years. That rule applied to
both YVUliams and Clarett.
After the appeals court
ruling. Williams severed ties
with his agent and began the
process of applying to the NCAA
for reinstatement: returning to
USC. taking summer classes and
seeking to have his academic
eligibility restored.
But the NCAA turned down
his request last August, two days
before the Trojans' first game of
the season.
Williams finished his USC
career as the fourth-leading
receiver in school history despite
playing only two years.
"Mike is a very mature
individual. He's handled the
entire process very maturely,"
agent Tony Fleming said. "I don't
think he lias any regrets I think
he feels like the decisions he
made, he made as an adult and
he dealt with the consequences,
I Irs taken everything in stride
and kept going. I've never heard
him say a bitter word."
Through his agent. Williams

declined to be interviewed for
this story.
Carroll said he doesn't believe
the fact Williams sat out last
season will affect his status
"If Mike had broken an arm or
something, it might have been
construed differently." Carroll
said. "I have the utmost confidence in Mike — he's going to
make a tremendous draft pick."
That seems to be the
prevailing sentiment. ISPN's Mel
Kiper rates Williams No. I overall
in the draft.
"I love him as a prospect."
Tampa Bay coach Jon Gruden
said. "He's a huge target and he's
got a flair about playmaking. The
guy dominated the Pac-10 as a
true freshman and sophomore.
This guy's a freak, physically."
Williams doesn't have the
blazing speed NFL scouts love,
but Brandt doesn't believe that
matters
"I'm not sure how many
big, long, game-breaking plays
he'll make, but if you need a
third-and-7, he's going to catch

the pass." Brandt said. "He's got
tremendous hands. He has good,
not great speed.
"Whoever's lucky enough to
get Mike is going to get a player
who's the same kind of player
Michael Irvin was He's going to
play a long time and play very
well."
An ideal place for Williams
might be Tennessee, where
former
USC
offensive
coordinator Norm Chow took
a similar job with the Titans in
February. But wide receiver isn't
the main area of need with the
Titans, who have the sixth overall
selection Saturday.
"(Chow) thinks Mike can play
in this league, and so do I," Titans
coach Jeff Fisher said. "We all
know he's not a 4.25 guy (in the
40-yard dash). He's a ballplayer.
There are guys who run 4.5 and
play 4.7, and there are guys who
run 4.7 and play 4.5.
"Mike's a big man. He's got
great body control. Mike plays
faster than he times — that's my
opinion."

Graceland
"for G<™d ^iWe*/?

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTOrf. II
IN 1983 TO ADO TO STUDENTS GM

^tAWV JO*jy^

AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

OK, SO MY SUBS KALLY AREN'T GOUPMtT ANL
WE'RE NOT FRENCH EITHER MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
mil IT JMAMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOUMET, BUT
I DON I THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LETS STICK WITH TASTY!

208/212 S. College
2 Bdrm Upstairs Duplex
2 Bdrm over 3 Car Garage
1 Car Garage/ 1 Bath
Washcr/Drver 1 lookups
Close to Downtown

Management Inc.
Check out our website at WWVV.MECCABG.COM
or call 419-353-5800

tnttrop ferrate
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

(419) 352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com
• Free Heat!
• Free High Speed Internet
• Free Shuttle service to & from campus

&—#&*«.
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8' SOB SANDWICHES

Vv.so

■ ifPHLD'S CREATE**

GO

«"«MET SANDWICH*

111 ol my tasty sub sandwiches ate a fill I inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats A cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you.
we slice everything Iresb everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

My club sandwiches have twice Ihe meat and cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 1 grain bread or my famous
homemade Irench bread!

#7 GOURMET SMOKED MAM CLUB

PLAIN SLIMS™
Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato and mayo. (Iwesime!)

Any Sob minus the »eggics and saute

#2 BIG JOHN

SLIM 2 loan led

Medium rare shaved roast beef, tapped with yummy
mayo, lettuce, and tomato (Can't beat (his one!)

SLIM 3 Tuna salad

SLIM I

I lull 1/4 poind ol real applewood smoked ham, prevolone
cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayi! (I leal stack)

#8 BILLY CLUB*

Ham 8 cheese

Roast beel. ham. ptovolone. Dijon mustard, lettuce.
tomato A mayo. (Here's to my old pal Billy who
invented this great combo.)

SLIM 4 Turkey brusi

#3 SORRY CHARLIE
California baby tuna, mned with celery, onions, and
•ur tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprints.
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato (My tuna rocks!)

SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB

SLIM 6 Double piovolone

Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and
provolone cheese all topped with lettice. timato. onion,
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*'

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettice.
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (Ike original)

k lull 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare roast beef.
provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mays. (It rocks!!!)

m

#5 VITO

#11 COUNTRY CLUB"

suh or club without the bread.

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provilone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette (Order it with hot peppers, trust me!)

J.J.B.L.T.*

fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(I vety traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

YOM CATERING
SOLUTION!!!

#6 VEGETARIAN
Several layers ol provelone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, allalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce,
tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not lor vegetarians
inly . .
.peacedude!)

I BOX tUNCMS HIT THIS PlRTItS' I
nillVHt ORDERS will include a delivery I
charge if 35c per itemi •/ ion.
• • • • JIMMVJ0HNS.COM * » • •

lacon. lettuce, tomato. A mayo.
(The only belter IIT is mama's BIT this one riles!)

I' ■'"'■■ 'VIA

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN™

$099/51.19

• Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin ceokie... $1.25
• Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle.... $175
• Eiira load el meat

Sl.25

• (lira cheese or eiira avocado spread

$1.15

FREEBIES (SUBS t CLUBS ONLY)
Onion lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, lomati. mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and aregano

#12 BEACH CLUB"' ®
Fresh baked turkey bteast. provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettice. tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal folks and il ain't even California )

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB'
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato, A mayo.
(Try it on my 7 grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

• SIDE ITEMS •
• Soda'op

• 1 and 2 bedroom Af

(

Same ingredients and price of the

j t iiWII.iiiiiiifr pools.
• 3 Laundromats

oiANT CLUB SANDWICMES

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB"'

This sandwich was invented by'
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to leed Ihe hungriest of all
humans' Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola roast heel.
turkey A privelone jammed Into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettice. tomato. I our homemade
Italian dressing

Roast beel. turkey breast, lefties, tomato. A mayo
In American classic, certainly not invented by JJ. but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*'
The same as our 03 Sony Charlie eicspt this one has a
lot more. Homemade tuna salad, provolone. sprouts.
cscumber.lettuce. A tomato. (I guarantee it's awesome!)

#16 CLUB LULU*'
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato, A
mayo. (JJ's original turkey A bacon club)

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK IT
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E WQOSTER

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
' IIIWIMM1 JONH 5 fllNCOISI INC
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Pope faces critics and praise
By Nicole Winfield
1H[ ASSOCIATE 0 PRESS

VATICAN CITY - Pope Benedict
XVI pledged yesterday to work
to unify all Christians and reach
out to other religions as he
outlined his goals and made clear
he would follow in the footsteps
of his predecessor, Pope John
Paul 11.
Benedict, the former Cardinal
loscph Ratzinger, listed top
priorities of his papaq' in a
message read in Latin to cardinals
gathered in the Sistine Chapel
for the first Mass celebrated by
the 265th leader of the Roman
Catholic Church.
He said his "primary task"
would be to work to reunify all
Christians and that sentiment
alone was not enough. "Concrete
acts that enter souls and move
consciences are needed," he said.
The new pope said he wanted to continue "an open and
sincere dialogue" with other
religions and would do everything in his power to improve the
ecumenical cause.
|oy over the selection of a new
pope was mixed with worries
that Benedict could polarize a
global church, whose challenges
include growing secularism in
rich countries and inroads by
evangelical groups in regions
such as latin America.
Benedict referred to his predecessor several times in his message, including John Paul's final
wishes that he hoped new generations would draw on the work
of the Second Vatican Council,
the 1962-65 meeting that
modernized the church.
"I too ... want to affirm with
decisive willingness to follow in
the commitment of carrying out
the Second Vatican Council, in
the wake of my predecessors and
in faithful continuity with the
2,000-year-old tradition of the
church," Benedict said.
The hard-line enforcer of
church orthodoxy under John
Paul for almost 25 years, Benedict
bad gone into the two-day conclave as a favorite. He was elected
Tuesday as the oldest pontiff in
275 years and the first Germanic
pope in almost a millennium.
Ratzinger selected a name rich
in European tradition — the first
Pope Benedict, who ruled from
575-579, was declared the patron

saint of Europe because of his
involvement in forming Christian
Europe
Amid the joy, there also was
disappointment yesterday from
some who viewed him as an
obstacle to necessary change in
the church.
"This election creates as much
hope as fear," said Belgium's
Deputy Prime Minister Lunette
Onkelinx, who is responsible
for government relations with
religious communities.
"The fear is because of the past
of the new pope—great defender
of religious doctrine and a great
conservative. One can fear he will
not respond to the need for openness of the church," she said in an
interview with I.e Soir newspaper,
insisting she was speaking in a
personal capacity.
American cardinals said
Benedict had been unfairly
caricatured as an unfeeling
conservative, describing him
instead as a caring, brilliant
churchman who listens to those
with opposing views.
The pope's participation in the
Nazi Party as a youth rang alarms
in Israel. "White smoke, black
past," said the headline in the
mass circulation Ycdiot Ahronot.
"From the Nazi yovith movement
to the Vatican."
The young Ratzinger was
enrolled in Hitler Youth, and was
later drafted into the army.
"He was 18 years old when the
war ended so everything that he
had to do with the Nazi regime
was as a very young man," said
Moshe Zimmerman, a professor
of German history at the Hebrew
University in Jenisalem.
"I hope that the new pope will
continue the same way and he
will continue to build the same
bridge as the last pope built in
the past between the two nations,
between the Christians and the
lewish nation," said Israel's chief
rabbi, Yona Metzger,
'IlieGreek Metropolitan Bishop,
Chrisostomos of Zakynthos,
expressed concern yesterday
that Benedict may not work
U unite Christians. Unless his
record changes, he said, "it will
be a huge thorn, a great difficulty
in continuing the efforts of his
predecessors with the Orthodox
for convergence, as was the will
of Christ."

Muslims welcomed Benedict
hoping he will promote har
mony between the two religions
while Islamic conservatives
found common cause with the
new pontiff's hard-line cultural
stances. 'Ihere were widespread
hopes that Benedict will follow in
the path of lohn Paul in reaching
out to the Islamic worid.
Benedict said yesterday he
felt lohn Paul's presence as he
wrestled with two conflicting
emotions following the dec
lion: thanks to God for the gift of
lx'ing pope hut also "a sense of
inadequacy" In carrying out the
responsibility.
Benedict, who turned 78 on
Saturday, is the oldest pope elect
ed since Clement XII in 1730. His
age clearly was a factor among
cardinals who favored a "transi
tional" pope who could skillfully
lead the church as it absorbs lohn
Paul's legacy.
11 is election in four ballots over
two days concluded one of the
shortest conclaves In 100 years.
A conservative on issues such
as homosexuality, the ordination
of women and lifting the celibacy
requirement for priests. Benedict
hasled iheVatican'sCongregation
for the Doctrine of the I'aith — a
position he used to discipline
church dissidents and uphold
church policy against attempts
at reform by liberals and activist
priests.
"God has taken the most unusu
al people and placed them in
places of authority, power if you
will, and used them for his pur
poses," said American Cardinal
Adam Maida. "So I believe that
Cardinal Ratzinger, with all his
gifts and talents and even some
of his shortcomings, will' some
how be able to reach others."
British Cardinal Cormac
Murphy-O'C ionnor suggested
Ratzinger might temper some
of his positions, at least public
ly, because of the office he now
holds.
Benedict inherits a range of
pressing issues. These include
priest sex-abuse scandals that
have cost the church millions
of dollars in settlements in the
United States and elsewhere
chronic shortages of priests and
nuns in the West, and calls for
easing the ban on condoms to
help fight the spread of AIDS.
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Did You
Know?

Call DiBenedetto's
lor your graduation party, subs.
sandwich trays. Greek, pasta.
and house salads

352-4663
or we will tax you the menu.

i

John Lennon's
first
girlfriend was
named
Thelma Pickles!

Gregg Brindon, BGSU Football
Coach will be speaking about leadership, motivation, & teamwork.
Campus wide event April 21st
7:30pm Union 202B. Hosted by
Institute lor Supply Mgmt & APICS
YOU WANT MONEY?
Keep your cash
Shop At: www.
per1ectweddingshop.com

1-866-313-2216

•

•

•

Did You

'

Know?

*•

Queen Elizabeth
the First had
anthophobia--the
fear of roses.

*
*
•
•
•

Malcom Lowry
had pnigophobia—
the fear of
choking on fish
bones.

•
•
•
•
•
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Services Offered
Post-abortion counseling
Free & Confidential
BG Pregnancy Center. 354-4673

422 E. MERRY ST
524 N. ENTERPRISE
One of BG's newest complexes

CLOSE i TO i CAMPUS
1 Bedroom Apartments

AH student organizations are invited
to participate in this event/!
Greek. Service and all other organizations!!

•1 Full Bath -Air Conditioning
• Microwaves • Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished 'Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!

Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a Spring Mud Tug on
SUNDAY, APRIL 24"', 12PM-4PM

Stalling at

There will be 3 brackets: Boys, Girls, and Co-Ed

$440/month
plus Utilities

(co-ed teams need to have at least 2 members of each sex on their team)

Each team can have a maximum of 5 players and each
organization can have a total of three teams (A, B, & C)
• One team costs $10
• Two teams cost $15
• Three teams cost $18

(419) 352-0717

5
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greenbriarrentals.com
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Questions?
Contact Nicole Falk at: nfalk@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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BoxCtyZm

SATURDAY

April 23
2:00pm 5:30pm
.,,.i. filmtheatei

Screening of Student Films
Introduced by guest speaker, actor Ait lam

S lOpm 7:00pm [Dinner Break

Where April 22-23*
WKere: Grass between KreiscKer
Ojid SaddJemlre
Cos* %l or 2 -for *5 (fcuraaraiJe)
PRIZES
MUSIC
FREE FOOD
BEST BOX COMPETmON

10:00am 1:00pm \ln the Company of Strangers
II* Ol
[Screening of feature film by filmmaker Tom
[Holbauer. followed by Q&A session about the film
■

i

4:00pm 5:30pm

Making the Move to LA
Presentation by former UFO President Jay Ellison
Q&A with Art LaFleur
[Question session with guest film/television actor

6:30pm 8:00pm lOpen Forum Discussion
lOpen foium with Art Laf leur and Tom Hofbauer
8:00pm 9:00pm [Awards Ceremony
...I. ■,
|Presentation of categoiy prize winners and
werall Best of Show winner

^j^jjf
HaMM forr Humanity
Human

I

April 24
i i

lcJ<efa <p on sate, April jfth in ike Unwrv'
Sponsored ty

7:00pm 9:00pm [Screening of Student Films
,>.!> film 11.- .i-. [Continued screening of student films

2 00pm 3:30pm

Ihfip '/www bgiu.edu/Hudtmhfe/oiganiiauoni/liim/

I

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Camp Medical Staff' "
RN. LPN. SN. EMT, RD. Paramedics needed! Resident camp (or
youth with diabetes Work one or
two weeks. July 29-August 20
Room & board plus weekly stipend
Call
Central
Ohio
Diabetes
Association
1-800-422-7946
or
1-614-884-4400.
Child care needed in our Sylvania
home for our 13 and 15 year old.
Must be available tor the summer.
June 5 through August 24. between
11 a.n and 5 pm. Must have own car
and two references. Please send a
one page description of your qualifications to: PO Box 664. Sylvania
OH 43560
Cleaning & miscellaneous tor approxiately 2 weeks, starting 5/9/05.
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm

Wanted
I need 1 ticket tor 9:30AM Sat graduation Just one. Will pay. Please.
call Matt: 419-343-3330.
WILL PAY GENEROUSLY!.!
I need up to 6 tickets 'or the 9 30am
undergrad graduation on May 7th!'
Please call Kelly at 419-349-7798 or
email at kmpeter@bgnet bgsu.edu
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED. Person(s) needed to care lor 15 yr. old
autistic boy in my Oregon home.
3pm-9pm wkdays. 8am-8pm weekends.S8 hr. 419-693-7869 after 6pm
Roommate needed (or summer
S260 month rent.
419-308-9259
Subleaser Wanted. May-August,
Rent S206, Fully furnished. AC, W/D
440-552-3523

b

College Pro Ltd.
PT'FT Positions Available throughout Ohio. Spring & Summer: Management & Marketing Opportunities
Make 510-15/hr. Contact College
Pro at 1 -888-277-7962 or visit
www.collegepro.com
Cucina Dibetto cooks & wan staff.
Apply alter 4pm. Mon. thru Thurs.
121 S. Main. NO CALLS PLEASE
Grounos person. Full time, temporary for Bowling Green apt. community
Great opportunity for right person.
Please call419-353-7715.
Nazareth Hall is looking tor P/T wk •
end wait staff & bartender Comp.
pay. apply in person 21211 W. River Rd.. Grand Rapids OH 43522.
Nazareth Hall is looking for a full
time banquet set up person Must
be capable of lifting & moving equip
wkerds a must Apply in person al
21211 W. River Rd. Grand Rapids.
Ohio 43522

Forma/ 2005
Katie Bigaila and Nick Essex
Whitney Brown and Patrick Walsh
Jessica Bursic and David Chambliss
Megan Butts and Jeff Swicch
Kacec Career and Stefanie Bokcl
Lauren Cuppunello and Tommy tjurlund
Laurie Cerma and Justin Brenner
Kyle Clemens and Ron Rick
Erica demons and Mike Cassandra
Nicloe Drum and Ryyan Konopinski
Hilary Erienbach and Jon Brooks
Vicki Fariello and Trent Trice
Katie Qilmore and Devon Downs
Amanda Qrimshaw and Jerrick Henderson
Danielle Hayslip and Mike McCall
Shuni Herskovic and Kevin Rigglcrnun
Alii High and Brian Williams
Maegan Horinek and Sciwt McAfee
Liz Juchno and Jeb Slaven
Ashlic Justice and Zach Qoetz
Emily Kulb/leisch und Eric Wolfe
Ann Marie Korjcn and Lucas Subler
Amanda Kurt and Charlie McKixson
Meghan Linefian and Brent Delaney
Ltndsey Long and Chris Dun lap
Lara Mann and Jeff Rerdysz
Terri Mazzola and Michael McQettrick
Julia McCann and Kevin (jallugher
Sarah McQrath and Brud Williams
Meghan McPherson ami Pat O'SulIivan
Molly Meyer ""^ Luke McOmber
Rachael Micheli and Justin Stubbs
Melissa Mikita and Adam Hickey
Holly Mittclmeier and Kevin Dinarda
Michelle Mormeli ami Brian Nichoh
Krystal Naples and Mickey Sparrmv
Jacquelyn NUOT aiui Nicholas Russo
Chelsea Obrock and Qregory Hehan
Brittney Pecoraro and Andy Kapustik
Kat Peters and Jordan Koblens
Leeann Prior and Jackson Qatliff
Jess Pryda and Eric Avondet
Jen Reichert and Nick Laivson
Kate Schant* and Mutt Baechle
Nicole Schlagheck aiui Todd Mell
Erin V hullei and Murk Lindsey
Danae Sfiunuburgcr und Josh Moles
Kristen Shannon and Chuck Pletcher
Shannon Shoemaker and Holli Ocheske
Carrie Smith and Brian Murray
Whitney Smith and Andrev Juergens
Jackie Starkey and Jeff Polly
Lauren Staropoli and Sean Ritzman
Kristin Verbeck and Ryan Deller
Kate Visocky and Hob Rathbun
Kelly Vfeaver and Brad Wilk
Carolyn Wells and Kevin Kyrtvinski
Erin Wells and Eugene Dorfman
Sarah Won and Daniel Kim
Angie Young and Corey Cerconc
Rachel Zaremba and Ryan Brads hate
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HELP WANTED NOW * DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We otter flexible hours - will
work around your schedule - available shifts: 7:30am-8:30am: 8:30am11:30am; 12:00 noon-2:30pm;
2:30pm-5:00pm; 5:30pm-8:30pm.
Many BGSU students work here.
Easy walk from campus. Pay is
S6 00 per hour providing you work a
minimum ot 15 hours per week.
Work a minimum of 15 hours per
week or over 40 with overtime. Pickup an application at our office. Advanced Specialty Products. Inc 428
Clough St., BG OH 43402
Hiring Prep.. Delivery Personnel
Apply at DiBenedettos
1432 E Wooster
New optometric practice in Findlay
OH looking lor lull or part time help.
No experience necessary, paid
training provided. Must have good
people skills & a friendly personality.
Day or evenings available plus Saturdays Call 4-9-425-9273 & leave
a message or mail resume to 7131
Old Mill Rd. Toledo OH 43615.
~NOW HIRING
CAMPUS MANAGERS
Ready lor the UReps challenge7
UReps is looking lor the most outgoing, enthusiastic leaders (or our
Campus Manager position lor the
Fall. 2005 semesler1 Work 10 hours
per week, gain valuable business
experience, and earn while you
build your resume. S100 weekly
salary plus bonuses. To learn more,
and apply, visit www,UReps.com
Part & Full-time positions avail, at
Knickerbocker lawns & landscaping
Call 352-5335
Part-time pre school teacher.
Mon-Fri. 9-12. S9/hr. in Maumee.
Fax resume to 419-385-6478
Receptionist-part time Mon. & Thur
4:30pm-9pm. Sat 9am-4pm S7 50
hr Some study time available
Please apply only il available to give
at least 1 year commitment. Call Kathy @ Thayer Ford-Nissan 419-3535271 or lax resume to 419-3534997
SPORTS! FUN! OUTDOORS!
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs
fun loving counselors to teach
Land/water sports. Great summer'
Call (888) 844-8080. apply:
www campcedar com
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS
YMCA Camp Willson in Bellelontaine, OH is taking applications lor a
camp nurse, leadership stall. & general counselors. For an application,
call (800)-423-0427 or visit us at
www.ymcawillson.org
•WILL PAY $200 OF 1ST RENT1
1 Rm Avail in Sterling Apts. ASAP
Lease through Aug 05- Female Only
FREE tanning, gym. pool.
Call Denae at 419-944-4621
1 - 3 Bedroom Apts/Houses
12/mo. leases starting 8/12/05
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917

1. 2 & 3 bdrm apts.. by water tower
on Manviiie & Clough. Available
May 4 Aug 419-352-5239.

(NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW)
Student Housing Available lor 2005
Monthly, Semester A Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV Call 419-352-1520.

Highland Management
1 Low Security Deposit
The Highlands- 1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
Starting at $395.

"14 2 bdrm. apts. & houses avail,
summer only & 05-06 school, yr.
Plus rooms & eflic. as low as $265/
mo. mclu util. Everything 2 blks.
Irom campus. Call 353-0325 9am9pm.

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building, A/C, Gas
heat.
Starting at $520.
130 E. Washington St.
419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

1/2 block Irom BGSU 2 bedroom
brick. Parking. A/C. W/D. quiet
Available June 419-353-3855.
3 bdrm 2 bath., den, full basement.
W/D hookup, A/C. on Wooster St
across Irom campus. $1100/mo.
Avail May 419-352-8872
3 bdrm. apt includes large 3 car garage below. W/D hook-up. No pets.
$600 mo plus util 419-354-8146.
3 Bedroom house Close to campus.
Available lor 2005-2006 school
year.
Call Steve at 352-5822
3/ 4 bdrm. house. 217 Palmer Ave
BG $825/mo. ♦ util. 419-937-2215,
May or Aug. avail.12 mo. lease.
4 bdrm - 5 person house. 1st block
ol Manviiie. Year lease August
419-352-5239.
854 8th St. 1 bdrm., now renting for
summer/fall 2005. $395/mo plus
elec. Lots ol parking. 9 & 12 mo.
lease avail. 419-392-3354
Apts & Houses 2005-06
www.lileiflntal5.cQm
Call 419-353-8206 lor appointment
Buckeye Sell Storage
Store you stuff lor the summer.
352-1520
Grad Students
601 3rd St.
1 bdrm furnished, quiet bkfg.
210 S. Grove St.
1 bdrm available May or Aug.
laundry on site
some summer subleases available
419-352-3445
GREAT LOCATION!
2 bdrm. 325 N. Enterprise. S575/mo.
♦ util. 1 mo dep. req. No pels 3540099. Avail 8/15. 1 yr.lease.

130 E.Washington
130 Liberty St and S. Summit
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet org
419-354-6036

K & K PROPERTIES
Available August 15
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
3 4 4 bedroom houses & apts.:
1 University Lane, 248 Troup Ave.
305 S. Main
611 Eighth St. 625 N. Main St.
Call or stop in lor more information
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough St., BG

(r/v/y. ''//////■tf/f/y

Pecan Chicken

FILLING FOR
NEXTYEAR

& Majhed Potauws. Gravy, Coleslaw.
Vegetable and Cornbread Stuffing.

K a K PROPERTIES
Available May 15
1 bedroom apts.:
134 1/2 University Ln.
303 1/2 S. Main St
405 1/2 S. Grove St
130 University Lane.
1 bedroom house:
128 1/2 S. Summit St
2 bedroom house:
215 0rdway. 301 S. Main St.
3 bedroom house
217 Clough St.
Call or stop in lor more inlormation

419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough St., BG
Move In Now - ONE MONTH FREE
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heal, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335
Newer house. 3 bdrm. 2 baths. AC
W/D hookup 5th street $850/mo
Available Aug 352-8872
PRICES REDUCED
CARTY RENTALS
No Three Tenant Rule Here
'916 3rd. Street a 926 Wooster'
6 Bdrm , new carpet
•303 E. Merry*
5 Bdrm.. 3 liv. new carpet
•211 E. ReedLarge 3 Bdrms, 2 Kitchen. 2 Bath
'146 S. College*
Large 3 Bdrm. A/C, new bath
•315 E. Merry Up a Dn*
2-4 Bdrm.
And a lot more units LG a Small
Call lor into & upgrades at 353-0325
10am-9pm, or listings available 24/7
at 316 E Merry #3

FT

Piii==k

Subleaser wanted. Furn.. 2 bdrm.
apt $480 Cable & gas incl. Avail.
May 7 to Aug. 15.121 State St.
(across Irom Harshman). 419-3781399, sivanovObgnet.
Subleaser. Aug. 05-Aug. 06. poolside, high sp. internet, W/D, at College Park The Enclave (Sterling)
440-915-6816
Subleasers, 3 br. home. May-Aug.
W/D, DW, A/C, 2 lull baths, Assgn
Parking. S275/mo 614-565-4934.
Avail. August, 3 bdrm. duplex. 2 lull
bath, W/D. quiet, 117 E. Reed St.,
$800,419-467-1155

(T 709 5th Street %
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River horse
Hawaiian veranda
Shad delicacy
Oak starter
Medicinal plants
Leb. neighbor
Start ol George Bernard Shaw
quote
Kimono sash
In the sky
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Impedes
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Treatment lor swelling
PAC beneficiary
Settle up in advance
Studio sign
PC group
_-Romeo (Italian car)
Bridge position
Ancient Asia Minor
region
Ending of a belief
Characteristic ol slapstick
"Luther" dramatist
The Furies
All the rage
Essential perfume
Altercation
Get by with difficulty
Finks
"Died" author
Brown ermine
Cubic meter
Pastoral people ol
Kenya
Luges
Peak points

Put up
Flow out
Greek letters
Old English letter
"Heat of the Moment" group
Part 4 of quote
Homer or Bart
Schedule figs.
Corrida cry
Actress Peeples
Hodges of baseball
End ot quote
Forum farewell
Haunting
Paroxysm
Bandleader Brown
Mafter-of-factly
Neighbor ot Israel
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Sea urchins
Irish bay
Passionate
Brief life?
Prohibit
Noisy napper
Indifference
"The Power and the

53 Fine sprays
56 Zatopek or Jannings
59 Dined

60 Yo!
61 Hockey defensive
great
62 French king
63 Vote tor
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
(ALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
GMAT

GRE

MCAT

LSAT

1 800 KAI> II SI

DAT

raimr

GREAT JOB

The Besl Sedt
Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
W/D hook-up 8th St, $600/month
Available June 352-8872

KAPLAN

NCLEX

WWW.KAIM'I SI.COM

j*****,******-*.**,*. men,.

CINEMA 5

M*nt limn for Fit 4/1S thru tlmn. 4/21

OPPORTUNITIES!

6-

Homei City Ice

AMITYVIUIHOtHOIHRMOTS] (1:00), (3:05),
5.15,7.10.19:50) rVoftmn-Mwiw UtopartWe
Mm v btaaompcmrdbiptim a kfai •fwir<ton

SUMMER SUBLEASE
(May 15-Aug 15) Furnished 1 Bdrm,
1 blk Irom campus. S365/mo. + deposit (419) 320-7313

SAHARA <PG-1 J> (I 20). 4 10,7:05. (9:551
FIVE* PITCH (PG-11): (1:40), 4:20,7:i0, (10:05)
NoPmm

Very nice 3-4 bdrm. Great location.
W/D, air. patio, garage, pet possible
appliances lurn 419-353-2382.

SWCITV(W:(1:10), 4:00.7:00. (9:451
rW>r^5rt-*»WfiVI/to»rtMV(idjfiw6f
M ■pNRMJr^MRtfli (fafMRl

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available
$700- $12.00+ Per Hwr

Who (PG-U): (1:50), 4:30,7:15, [10:101
I OH IDMIKf IKKit Wlf S • NOmSii • HO WIIIWIRS
Tim« iiM ) Show SAT & SUN
Tirrm ml J do not *how MON-WtO
1. '.'.' -■'" ■! ' ■' ««w uninurt <t>ni

GUMJ
1

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

www.homecityice.com

Call
1-800-899-8070

HOI MM

■■KUSO-Wu.**©

■SKSBT

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

»ti3 L3SB3

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease

1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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For Rent
Subleaser needed lor 1 room during
summer at Sterling Univ. Apt. lurn.
& will share bathroom with 1 person
Great place to be 419-512-4853

• From 4 pm until 9 pm ♦

M

■ Ij

■^1

ofcfcfc
Management Inc.

i-

M

50

Highland Management
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on site, extra storage. A/C. Great
location. Starting at S525

3

»<■»

Summer
Storage!
OPEN
Spring/fall: 3 pm - dark

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

3bdrm House
l bath/shed

Summer; 12 pm-midnight
DIRECTIONS FROM BG
9 mile* North or

Seniors Play Free J
if you bring a
friend!

i
\

Offer Expire* 4/30/05

'

Main St. (Rt.25) in Perrysburg

(419)874-5557

DOING SPECIAL

419 353 2277
In Downtown Bowling Green
M n w.N.mihs.t

OJH

Smoking 8 Non-Smoking
Dining Roonu

403/405
S. Church
2bdrm Apt/2bdrm Twnh
1 bath/close CO downtown

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

DOING SPECIAL

From Only $470!
On selected floor plant

215E.Poe

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

Eff. lbdrm/2bdrm
Starting at 250/mo
Laundry on site
BGSU Bus Route

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

VJ-ilDRAGE
[IIBlrflllll
• BRAND NEW
STORAGE FACILITY
• MINI & CLIMATE
CONTROLLED
• SIZES FROM 5X8
THRU 10X30
• FLEXIBLE LEASE
OPTIONS
BGSU STUM NT
DISCOUNT

FREE HEA1
SUMMIR STORAGE
AVAILABLE

AM.mimm

|*0m»0«pOI

N

Management Inc.

t

Stop by the Office

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=*

l

at 1045 N. Main St.
or check website

www.meccabg.com
for complete listing
for next year.

Call 353-5800

CALL TODAY TO
RESERVE YOUR UNIT:

«%

Sujmmer W<'ork
Available

Internships & Scholarships
awarded
up to $6,850
Valuable work experience
Excellent income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
(increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
$368-S15007week

INTERVI

419-353-5800
Leasing Office Located At
Mecca Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St *7B
Bowling Green, OH

www.meccabg.com

Call (419) 539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

~16 2~
Bedroom
Apartments

• Carports
• 1- BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
• IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS
Checkout our website it:
YmW.UECCABG.COM or

CALL 353-5800 Today!

h

m

* j

m

*

Bedroom
louinhouses
Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths
Full Basement
Can have up to
6 People

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.

i

L

Graduation
2005 insert

April 21, 2005
www.bgnews.com
BG News photo lustration by Click Mavnard. Gorier
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Panel shares grad school experiences
By Janell Kingsborougli
SENIOR REPORltR

Coming from New York to Ohio for
graduate school was a big transition
for 1 -uiri-n Rinelli — as was graduate
school in general.
Everything that undergraduates
need to know when preparing for
the graduate school process was discussed by a panel made up of current
graduate students in the sociology
department April 14 in the Union.
From choosing the right graduate school to making the transition

during the experience, the inside
scoop was laid on the table.
The first choice is deciding on a
program.
"You have to figure out what you
would enjoy and keep interested in,"
Rinelli said. "You can't let location
limit you, it's about finding the best
school for you."
The publications and research
that the department is interested
in should be in line with personal
research interest.
Rinelli said one of the most

With Push to
Talk, its easy
to connect
right away.
America's Choice'

Push to Talk

each other," du Toil said. "You have
to put in your hours and after you do
— you have to take to rest."
Figuring out what hours of the day
work best for each person becomes
one of the first realizations for
graduate students.
She believes that taking social
time is the only way to stay sane in
grad school.
"You latch on to that mentor and
suck as much information out ot
them as you can, to learn all you can,1
du Toit said.
"But you have to treat yourself so it
doesn't become so overwhelming"
Finding support — mentors who
help with deadlines and advice.
It's about finding support from the
academic group, from family and
friends outside of school, she said.
"You can't forget that it is only one
part of who you are."

Buy One Get One Free!

$79.99

Stay Connected with
the touch of a button.

ttMhaiSinn
IM-iltut.llM

>.. iwr inn

Sign up and get:
s ,

But all agree that organization is
important things to keep in mind is
finding the right faculty members a must.
They suggest a filing system and
that will make it possible to learn the
"to do" lists to check off when tasks
most from.
"It's not so much about the prestige are completed and deadlines met
"You are making your first
of a school," Nola duToit, a sociology
impression
through
your
doctoral student said.
"It's more important to find faculty application," Baker said. "You have to
keep track of the process."
members you're interested in."
And, they said,' office supplies
Some reputations may live longer
become a best friend.
than they deserve.
"You could find some unknown
Results of a student's Graduate
little school, it doesn't matter, it's Record Examination (GRE) may
working with those who inspire you." be weighed differendy at each
(Ill 11ill said.
school. Many times reference letGraduate student Rlizabeth Baker ters are taken more importantly than
said that the application process is test scores.
the most frustrating.
Still,
the
experience
of
"It's a good idea to get a packet graduate school is competitive and
together for your reference letter demanding, so finding a friendly
writers so they don't write different environment is a big plus, said the
things about what your interests are," members of the panel.
Baker said.
"We are teaching ourselves and

ence
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GRAD TALK: Left to right: Lauren Rinelli, Elizabeth Baker and Nola du Toit talk to students about gratoTe^chool in the
social sciences room at the Union. The panel explained the application process and gave tips on what to expect once
B
v
students are in grad school.
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Experts give credit-building advice to grads
that much more difficult," she said.
Another common mistake among
College grads enter the world college students is taking out too
prepared for a career but one pan many credit cards at once and buildof life may not have been taught ing up unsecured debt, said laura
in their classes — how to maintain St lohn, MSR Manager for Glass City
Federal Credit Union in Maumee.
good credit.
Having a record of good credit is
This can be attributed to the
essential to life after college. Many numerous credit card applications
students will find themselves that students receive in the mail
wanting to buy a new car or home during their college years, St. lohn
and without good credit history they said.
will have difficulty doing so, said
"I would recommend students stick
ludy Coughlin, vice-president of to one credit card and use it as your
marketing for OnlineChoice.
card and establish pay history and
OnlineChoice is a Web site that pay it off quickly," she said.
Students need to only obtain one
provides unbiased consumer
information on building good credit card in order to start building
credit, obtaining credit reports and credit, Coughlin said.
managing debt, among other things.
But simply having a credit card
Many students leave college does not build credit — the student
without any understanding of must use it.
"What you really want to do is
what credit is or how to maintain it,
work on a plan to create good credit,"
Coughlin said.
"From my experience, the most she said.
common issue college students have
You can't ever miss a payment,
is with mismanagement of credit Coughlin said. This is a red flag signal
and the financial responsibility that to anyone who reviews your credit
incurs," she said. "Many students report. That credit history will follow
use credit to satisfy a current need them for the next seven years.
with no understanding of the long
Initially, a student should be able to
obtain a department store card. After
term need."
ITie problem lies in the fact that building good credit on that card they
many college-age students just will be more likely to receive offers
don't have experience with financial for a VISA or MasterCard, which is a
handling and need someone to step up from a store card. Eventually
explain to them how to use their building good credit on that card will
lead to obtaining a loan for a car or
credit, Coughlin said.
"If you have poor credit his- home, Coughlin said.
By using a credit card you develop
tory it makes that first leap into
credit his- tory, which is then comindependence
ByHoltytorams

REPORlfB

piled in a credit report. The report
will show what types of credit you use,
how long your accounts have been
open, whether your bills are paid
on time and how much credit you
have used.
It will also list collection items such
as medical bills, cell phone bills and
utility bills, St. lohn said.
The reports can be obtained
by credit bureaus or other services. Bureaus sell credit reports to
businesses like banks, finance
companies and retailers.
Passed in December
2003, the FACT Act
allows everyone to get
one free credit
report
per
year, Coughlin
said. Additional
reports come
at a cost and.
depending on
your state, there
may be a charge
ofupto$9each.
The main component of the
credit report is your credit score, a
calculated
number
that
automatically tells the reviewer what
kind of history you have.
The highest possible score is
850, but most creditors look for

scores in the area of 650 as good.
Coughlin said.
"Unfortunately, credit
card
companies use a score that's just a
mathematical calculation, not a
person," Coughlin said. "Evaluating it
doesn't look at you as a person, it only
looks at numbers,
similar to how a
test works."
S
Credit building
t s
is similar to doing
S
well in school,
Coughlin said.
"Building credit
is no different
than building good
grades,"
she said.
"It's a day to
day, month
to month
process."
If students
graduate
without any
credithistoryit
is still possible to get a loan, although
it will be more difficult than for
students with credit, St. lohn said.
With a record of no credit they
may need a co-signer on a loan, such
as a parent, or have to put down a
substantial amount of money in a

V

EXPERIAN: www.experian.com
TRANSITION: wwwtransunion.
com

down payment, St. lohn said.
"One can always develop credit
when you have no bad marks against
you," Coughlin said.
Students should start their credit
history right now, Coughlin said.
"Go to the nearest retailer you like
to shop at and get your first charge
card," she said. "Now you've got it
and you've got history. Now building
credit is easy."
Students should be reminded to
check their credit reports on a regular
basis to make sure they are accurate
Coughlin said. Inaccuracies can be
as detrimental as bad credit. "Ixxikat
the report to make sure the history is
accurate for when you get a loan and
to prevent identity theft," (iiughlin
said. Hditor's Note: Information from
the OnlineCJmice Web site was used
in research, l-or more information
visit them at lutpJ/creilit.onlinechoice
com/Cnilit-llciK)ils.asp.
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Congratulations
Grads!
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Staff preps for graduation
for painting and building repairs.
These individuals are also responAlth graduation righi around sible for tasks such as setting up
die corner, students may find international flags, confirming lightJiemselves finishing up papers ing replacements if needed and the
.vhile professors may be grading last overall cleaning of all areas in which
minute assignment*. However, one graduation participants will be.
group on campus is just beginning a
"Our pan (custodial) is making
major task — setting up for the May sure the buildings are thoroughly
rommenccment ceremony.
cleaned, restrooms, hallways,
And although the ceremonies classrooms, window washing and
only last throughout a few days, the anything that is in the buildings
process of setting up for this event being used." Bieniek said.
begins much earlier than some
Although the main ceremony
may realize.
is held in Memorial Hall, several
"We receive a memorandum other buildings are used during the
around the middle of March from event, such as Olscamp I lall and the
Duane Hamilton (director of Business Administration building.
;ampus services] and Mark
"It's not just in the gym that things
\nderson (director of materials happen - there's a lot of prep work
landling] with what is taking place," in the classrooms of BA for where
>aid Margaret Bieniek, academic students are assembled," said loel
custodial coordinator.
Hauenstein, one of the few student
This memo includes a time line of workers who has previously helped
1 \ ariety of tasks for custodial work- set up for the event.
ers, from ordering supplies such as
"In Olscamp there's an overflow in
:able cloths to placing work orders which the graduation ceremony is
By Audrey Weber
1EP0RIEH

videocast," Hauenstein said.
This videocast means friends and
family without tickets are still able
to watch the graduation ceremony. This also means the cleaning of
classrooms and restrooms by custodial staff in this building.
And while all of this preparation is
going on inside, planning and hard
work is continued outside
buildings. Grounds maintenance
employees address issues such as
walkway and lawn problems, as well
as delivering flowers and plants to
the buildings. These workers are
also there for cleanup directly after
the ceremonies in order to keep the
campus clean of trash and debris.
Materials handling staff also play
an important role in the ceremonies,
as they are responsible for many
items used during the event such
as chairs for the graduates and
faculty, podiums used on stage and
tables and signs used throughout
each building
Although the preparation for
the ceremonies seems to be a bit
chaotic with so many aspects to
consider, Bieniek feels as though
things generally run rather well
because things are done relatively
die same each year.
"The layout is close to the
year before hut at times it does
change," she said. "There are so
many departments involved and
each one is important to making
graduation run smoothly."

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Professionals, students
speak at commencement
degree in finance.
At 1 p.m. the College of Musical
Ar commencement this year, Arts and the College of Education
students will be receiving advice and Human Development send off
from distinguished professionals their seniors with comments from
as well as from their classmates.
acclaimed musician and educator
At 4:30 p.m. on May 7, three Aaron Dworkin.
Featured in People Magazine as
graduating seniors will be giving
remarks to their future colleagues someone working to make a differ
for the joint ceremony of the ence, Dworkin is the founder ;
collegesofBusiness Administration, dent of the Sphinx Organization
Health and Human Services The organization focuses on youth
and Technology.
and minority participation in
Kari Elste, graduating with a classical music.
degree in applied health science,
Dworkin came to the attention
will be speaking on behalf of the of Richard Kennell, dean of the
College of Health and Human College of Musical Arts, because oi
Resources. She was chosen by a the impact he was having reaching
committee of faculty from the youths in the Detroit area.
college, according to the college's
"He provides a model for our
director of advising, Matt Webb.
future graduates of having a posi
"It's always a difficult task to pick tive role in society," Kennell said.
a student. Kari stands out as one of
The College of Arts and Sciences
the best," Webb said.
will be welcoming commence
The three colleges have had the ment speaker and BGSU alum
same ceremony for several years Cynthia Bogner for their ceremony
and during that time, each has at 9:30 a.m. Bogner, who works
been asking exceptional students under Secretary of Defense Don
to speak to iheir graduating class, Rumsfeld,isresponsibleforover$25
Webb said.
billion in budgets compromising
Sean Yates and Daniel P. Burke six defense programs.
will be speaking for the colleges
Adena Williams Loston will be
of Technology and Business speaking to the Graduate College
Administration, respectively.
at 7 p.m. on Friday, May 6.
Yates will be receiving his
Williams Loston received her
diploma for aviation studies and doctorate from BGSU In 1979 and
flight technology and opera- currently works in Washington DC
tions. Burke is graduating with a as NASA's chief education officer.
By Russ immer
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Top five
gift list for
graduates

Book suggests alternatives to getting a job or marrying after college
For those who are looking for
a less-daring experience, she
As graduation approaches and many suggests working at a ski resort or on a
college students are still unsure of cruise ship.
their post-graduation plans, a new
Kinder said she was inspired to
guide book offers alternatives to the write the book when she was a junior
at Yale University on a blind date
9-to-5job.
In her book. "Delaying the Real with a senior. He said that he was
World: ATwentysomething's Guide to planning on working a ski resort after
Seeking Adventure," author Colleen graduation before starting his career.
Kinder gives readers options when it
She said the idea intrigued her
comes to life after graduation.
so she pitched the idea of writing a
In her book, Kinder suggests book about unique post-graduation
that readers take time before plans to the publishing company she
starting their careers to experience was interning for. It wasn't until her
unconventional adventures and jobs. senior year that Kinder decided to
She offers tips on many things includ- delay the real world herself.
ing, traveling across the Australian
After graduation she lived
outback, working as a film extra in in Cuba for a year where she
Egypt, volunteering in Burkina Faso, volunteered and wrote magazine
leading sea-kayaking trips through articles, which shedescribed as a great
the San Juan Islands and counseling learning experience.
"Living in another country where
at an art camp in Central America
REPORTER

REPORTER

5. A bottle of wine or
champagne
What better way is there to celebrate than to share a toast with the
special graduate. For only $59.95
the company Personal Creations
will hand paint and personalize a
bottle of wine for the graduate of
your choice. Cheers

4. Flowers
An original gift idea, but always
classy. The flowers may not last
forever, but they will bloom with
beauty during this special time in
a graduates life. Myles Flowers in
Bowling Green offers a dozen rose
arrangement for only $50, pick
up not delivery. You can smell the
grads' satisfaction.
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Delay* post-graduation plans
By Laura Collins

By Britney Lee

3. A graduation
alized cartoon

RAI)UATI()N200r>

there are few Americans is very
challenging," Kinder said, "but
it was a fascinating country
and definitely one of my most
memorable experiences."
In addition to living in Cuba,
Kinder volunteered for the John Kerry
campaign, wrote for Topic
magazine in New York City, was a fact
checker at I jfe magazine and tutored
children at an after school program
in Brooklyn.
University student Megan Dunaoil
is graduating in May and said she
is hoping to get a job soon after in
her field, interior design. She said
that while Kinder's book sounds
interesting, it is probably not for her.
"I don't think I would consider working odd jobs like the book
suggests — I need stability,"
Unison said.
Kinder said she realizes that the

book is mostly geared for those who
are enthusiastic and creative, but it
also offers alternatives for those who
are more practical.
"I think a lot of options in the book
do provide steady jobs for those
who are more security-oriented,'
Kinder said.
Dennis Hefner, the associate
director of the University's Career
Center, said he wouldn't advise every
graduating snident to delay getting a
job in order to travel and have some
fun, hut it might be good option for
some students.
"After listening to a student's goals
and values, it might lie a good idea
for them to explore their options,'
I lefher said.
"There have been some great
stories about graduates who have
taken risks and it worked really
well for them."

person-

A unique gift for the new grad.
You chose what the diploma says in
the cartoon, it can be funny or serious, but it something the grad will
have for a life time. Personalized
grad cartooas are only $10.95 and
can lie purchased online by going
to www.treasured keepsakes.com.
The cartoon can come matted in
an HxlO frame or in the form of a
Ice) i Main, snow globe or magnet.
Come on laugh a little.

419-352-8500

>

524E.Wooster
(Located beside SBX)
Other Bowling Green
Subway Locations

2. A personalized afghan.
( udtfle up with your 2005 BGSU
graduation blanket. Gel it personalized by Personal Creations
for $49.95 or pick one up at the
1 Inivrrsity Bookstore. Your grad will
lx' able to wrap up in their college
memories night after night with
this great gift.

1. The number one gift
idea for the 2005 graduates is...
Dnimroll please ... A graduate
bobble head. If you are low on
cash hut want to get your graduate
something to make them smile. A
graduate hobble head is available
in male and female versions and
can be purchased at WfestPortStyle.
com for only $19.60. You can't go
wrong with a bobble head ... or
can you?

828 S. Main St.
1234 N. Main St.
(Woodland Mall)

*%*■**
*We accept city bucks

?r
■

JGSP

We also accept
all major credit cards

FREE 6" Sub

with the purchase of a
medium drink and chips.
(No Substitutions)
Must show student ID.
Exp. 5/1/05
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SENIORS
ON THE STREET

will you miss the most about Bowling Green
when you have graduated?

•

Congratulations to all
2005 graduates!
GARY MAZZE0
SENIOR, GRAPHIC DESIGN
"Skybar."

Don't forget to visit the
University Bookstore
for all of your alumni needs!
MONICA FROST
SENIOR, JOURNALISM

"Playing songs on the jukebox at Brathaus
and singing with my roommates."

Alumni Hood
$37.99

Alumni t-shirt
$14.99

CULLEN GATTEN
SENIOR, PHILOSOPHY

'Myles'Pizza because they have sauerkraut pizza
and the atmosphere is fabulous."

Alumni mug
$5.99
Serving the Bowling Green community for over 70 years.
KAREN KUNS
SENIOR, POLITICAL SCIENCE

"/ will miss Dr. Jackson's lectures about Canada."
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A senior's living will: 'Here, I don't want this'
College doesn't last forever. If it did, we'd call it
Catholic Mass.
After four years of dodging
anything related to 8 o'clock
in the morning (unless we're
talking about the time 1 often
go to bed), the real worid sent
me a memo: "1 ley, get your
butt over here. I own you."
It's quite sad — intact, it's
extremely frightening, which
might explain the sogginess of
my pants.
My college persona is dead.
Actually, it's closer to the truth
to say it's on life support And
while I am still able to
communicate with the outside
world, itS best to diwy up all
my college possessions and
give them back to the
community. You could call
this a "living will column." But
even if you don't, I still will.
It's not important, vital,
lifc-or-death-or-possiblybowel-failure stuff. But a lot of
it is cool. Plus, eBay refuses to
sell it on their site (something
about a "terms of acceptable
use policy blah blah
obscenity yadda yadda

MATT
SUSSMAN
The Living Won't

widespread panic biohazard").
'lb the English department, 1
bequeath my Scott Foresman
handbook. You can sell it at list
price—it's still in the
plastic wrap.
To the intramural fields, I
bequeath my Team Hurricane
Ditka intramural football Tshirt. I hope you like blue and
orange. Also, sorry about the
mud stains — staying on my
feet wasn't one of my fortes.
To the computer science
department. I bequeath my
BCiUnix account, as well as the
contents of my Unix directory.
Seriously, guys, learning that
stuff was hard; and if 1 could
make a recommendation to
future professors, learning CS
would be a lot easier by
integrating three
mandatory hours a week of
playing Minesweeper.
To anyone who chalks the

that actually light up.
sidewalk to say any of the
I will also throw in my
following—wish their
unused cleaning supplies. (No,
roommate a happy birthday
not for the janitors — they do
ask their Greek little if they
enough by cleaning up your
know who they are, wish
human waste
their little a happy
from the bathbirthday, ask their
"To the
room floor. These
little when their
English
are for the kettlebirthday is, wish
their roommate
department, heads who don't
where the
good luck on going
I bequeath know
wastebasket is)
out chalking for
To the physics
her new little—1
my Scott
majors on cambequeath a hearty
Foresman
pus, I bequeath
slap in the back of
the head with my
handbook. my physics hook.
I apologize for
Physics 201/202
You can
theblood-andtextbook. (Like
many of my nonsell it at list chalk stain on the
I'm not sure
lethal weapons, I
price — it's cover.
how it got there.
couldn't sell it back
To an incoming
still in the
to the University so
male freshman
now I beat people
plastic
wrap.
who wants to
down with it.)
make his donn
To the cemetery,
room "sweet." 1 bestow unto
I bequeath my dead hamster.
you
my
glow-in-the-dark
Now where did I put that...
spider web 1 bought from The
To anyone who plans on
Shed. lb this day, I still don't
playing curling next year, I
know what I was thinking
bequeath atipofthehat.
during that purchase.
You're smart.
To the philosophy
To the Offenhauer elevators,
department, I bequeath you a
I bequeath a set of buttons

Congratulations Grads
Check Out Our Selection of BGSU Merchandise!

question: What is the meaning
of life, and does it involve me
being completely confused
while reading papers written
by philosophers?
To some incoming female
freshman, I bestow unto you
my Ethernet cord. May you
use it to strangle your
roommate sometime in the
near future.
To the Kppler building, I
bequeath a map of Hayes
1 lall. Be more like Hayes.
Seriously, people have been
known to get lost in hallways
and be forced to camp out in
the depths of that labyrinth,
surviving on puddle water
and licking the ink off fliers.
To the College of Arts and
Sciences, I bequeadi my
junior audit that I never did.
Display it in a trophy case
as a testament to the ugly
mydi that everyone needs to
complete it to graduate.
To the sandwich bar in
launders, you will receive
my instructions on how to
build the perfect sandwich:
An everything bagel with
three slices of smoked turkey.

two slices of ham, one slice
of colby jack, cither two slices
of salami or four pepperoni
slices, some lettuce and half
a packet of mayonnaise, then
microwaved for 18 seconds
Share the knowledge.
To my girlfriend, who still
has two years left here, I
bequeath my identical clone.
May it rub your back when
your back needeth ruhbage.
Let it absorb your tears when
your tears needeth
absorption. Then deal with
how you see fit — especially
all those tilings real Sussman
never let you da
And to you, the reader of
this column or any of the
1001 haphazardly scribbled
over the past four years. I give
you a heartfelt thank you.
Thank you for just talking
about throwing bowling balls
through my window but never
actually doing it.
But 1 didn't appreciate the
beatings with my own Physics
book. Uncalled for.
E-mail Matt with glaring
omissions from his living will

atmsussma9bgrietbgsu.edu.

BOWIN-THOMMON

STUDENT UNION

BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
T-Shirts • Sweatshirts • Coffee Mugs • Jewelry
Baby T • Baseball T • Keychains

"Don't forget that Mother's Day
is around the corner."

Open 7 days a week

Sun-Thurs 10am-2am
Fri-Sat 10am-1am
419-728-0300 www.pertoria.com

Collegiate
531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8 • Fri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5

ten
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Check out the other BG locations,
open until 1am!
1094 S. Main St.. Bowling Green
1504 Wboster St.. Bowling Green
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Job market looks positive for graduates
2005 is expected to be
a good year for those
joining the workforce.
By Miranda Bond
FEATURES EDITOR

Good news for graduates, the job
market for 2005 is looking strong.
According to the National Association
for Colleges and Employers' 2005 lob
Outlook Report, employers surveyed
said that they planned to hire more
2004-05 graduates than they hired
in 2003-04.
However, as loAnn KroU, BGSU
Career Center Director said, students
may still have trouble finding a job
if they aren't willing to devote a sizable amount of time to the process.
She said that graduating seniors
should have already begun their
job search because it can take six
to eight months to find a job in a
tough market.
" They need to start their job search
early," KroU said. "They need to be
proactive and not sit back and wait."
She said that students fall into two
categories — the group that started
early, at the beginning of their senior
year and the students who are just
now starting to look for jobs. I he
students who started carry have job

offers. "They are good to go," she
said. As for the other group, she said
that the panic over not having a job
typically sets in three months after
they graduate.
These students may move home
and take a part time job while they
apply for jobs.
"When a student graduates, if they
don't have a professional job, their
new job is job hunting," KroU said.
According to the NACE lob
Outlook, the market has room for
them. The outlook reports that due
to the continuing improvement of
the economy and business growth,
the job market is expanding. Factors
such as increased sales, new contracts, lower interest rates, increased
government spending and increases
in the market for new construction feed the positive outlook. Also,
employers said the aging and retiring
of the work force and mergers and
acquisitions of companies are also
positive factors in the job market.
Even though the market looks
strong, searching for their first
professional job is causing anxiety
for many students.
Graduating senior Sarah Forney
said that she is uneasy about taking on adult responsibUities that she
hasn't had 10 deal with before. She is

READY

FOR

also worried about the job market.
"It scares me to death," she said. "I
spent so much time and energy here
preparing myself to find 'the job' and
now due to the economy I doubt that
great job that I have been envisioning
is attainable due to the job market, or
lack there of."
She has sent out about 20
applications and said she is excited
to begin her career.

Where to begin?
The NACE outlook reports that
some of the top majors in demand
for 2005 are: economics and
finance, mechanical engineering,
accounting, computer science and
businessadministration.Even though
there are openings for students with
these majors, without the proper job
hunting skills students may still have
difficulties finding a job.
KroU said that the first step to
being a successful job hunter in both
the hot fields as well as the less open
fields is to visit the career center. The
career center helps students to create
a resumd, develop interviewing skills
and write an effective cover letter.
She said that it is important that students have an impeccable resumd,
a cover letter that is personalized
for each employer and well-tuned

A
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SERVICE
1. Economics/Finance
2. Accounting
3. Business Administration
4. Electrical Engineering
5. Computer Science
MANUFACTURING
1. Mechanical Engineering
2. Electrical Engineering

3. Accounting
4. Business Administration
5. Chemical Engineering
GOVERNMENT/NONPROFIT
1. Accounting
2. Business Administration
3. Electrical Engineering
4. Mechanical engineering
5. Computer Science
Information taken from the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers Job Outlook 2005
Student Version.

ethic, according to the NACE
skills that employers say recent
graduates lack include communication skills, maturity, business etiquette and work ethic. Students also
need to realize that they arc entering
an environment different from what
they are used to and they are expected to adjust to the business world.

"They [employers] complain that
new graduates don't know how to
dress for work and they don't know
how to conduct themselves in the
workplace," the NACE reports.
JOBS, PAGE 9

of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

• Pregnancy Testing

|

• Sexually Transmitted Infections
(Screening & Treatment)
' HIV Counseling & Testing
(Free & Anonymous)
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/

3401 Gtendaw Avem
Toledo. Ohio
419-385-8778
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419-352-0387

Top majors in demand by the
industry for 2005

Planned Parenthood®

• Emergency Contraception
• Birth Control
• Gynecological Exams

All major credit cards accepted

Bowling Green, OH

The NACE outlook conducts a
survey each year asking employers
to name the skills and qualities in
the "ideal candidate." A good GPA
is important to employers who are
looking for competitive employees. Sixty-nine percent of employers screen college graduates by
GPA and often have a cutoff for
candidates. The greatest amount of
employers reported a cutoff of 3.0.
Others ranged from a 2.0 to 3.5,
depending on the student's major
and the department that is hiring.
Another important factor is how
the student presents themselves
during an interview. Candidates must
have good communication skills;
they must be able to write and speak
clearly. Graduates need (o avoid using
words and phrases such as, "like" and
"you know." It is important to speak
and act like a professional
Employers are looking for employees who are honest, have good interpersonal and teamwork skills, arc
motivated and have a strong work
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CHANCE?

FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
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interviewing skills. If a student has
been searching for a job for a long
period of time, she said that it may be
due to a messy presentation.
"I think that students need to
take a critical look at how much
effort they have really put into
the process," she said. "If they are
looking really hard and haven't met
success, thendo they have thecore job
hunting skills?"
She stressed the importance of
following up with employers after
submitting an appUcation. Students'
biggest frustrations in searching for
a job often comes from not hearing
back from employers. She said that it
is not the employer's job to follow up,
but rather the applicant's. Students
need to be hungry for a job, and
caU employers to set up an interview
after they send their application.

ftes-Fri 8-5

1
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Call toll Iree lor an appointment
1-800-230-7526
www.ppnwo.org

1039 Nortli Main Slriwl
Findlay. Onto
419-432-4611
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Organization gives
advice to college
grads for netting jobs
| JOBS, FROM PAGE 8

Dress for success
Appearance does count According
lo [lie NACE, 70 percent of employei s -aid that grooming effects their
opinion of candidates.
You want to stand out among
the candidates for a job — but you
don't want to stand out because
| your appearance distracts from
your professional demeanor," the
NACE reports.
Employers
are
becoming
less tolerant of unprofessional
I appearances. This means applicants
I should prepare for an interview by
I bathing, ironing their clothes, avoidI ing perfume and too much jewelry,
I shining their shoes and looking fresh

and together. According to the NACE,
half of the employers noted that
anything other than a business suit
or dress had a negative influence on
their decision. Also, tattoos, odd hair
colors and styles and body piercings
can make a bad first impression.

RADUATION 2005

There are two things you
want most in life right now:
your diploma & her.

Recent college graduates are
valuable to employers because they
provide the opportunity for organizations to mold their future leaders.
Graduates have the advantage over
older candidates and are entering a
strong job market However, empl<»
ers said that drey don't plan to attract
graduates with extra perks. They will
have to earn those the old fashioned
way... hard work.

Legislative alumni
give inspiration
IBGSU alums involved in
state legislature serve as
role models to seniors.
| By Laura Hoesman

graduating seniors with
I political aspirations, the fact that
[six University graduates currently
[ sit on the Ohio legislature may offer
some encouragement.
State Senators Randy Gardner
[ and Kevin Coughlin as well as State
I Representatives Bob Latta. Steve
[Buchrer, Claudette Woodard and
I Chris Redfern all hail BowlingGreen
I as their Alma Mater.
Of the six legislators, three were
■ available to comment on how their
■ college experiences helped them
[become politically successful.
State Senator Gardener (R) and
■ Representatives Redfern (D) and
llatta (R) all received their bachelor's
|degrees at the University.
Gardner, the current Majority
Ifloor leader in the Ohio Senate,
■majored in Education as an
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We've got the third.

undergraduate. Afterteachingin the
Otsego School District for several
. be returned to the University
to receive his master's degree in
Political Science.
As an undergraduate, Gardner
the treasurer of the College
Republicans, but he was more
involved in activities outside of
school, serving as Wood County
Republican
Chairman
and
writingforthedailySentinel-Tribune
i aper. As a junior, Gardner was
a I960 delegate to Ronald Reagan.
"One of the most important
things 1 learned was to establish
arguments and develop strong
debating points," Gardner said of
his time at the University. He added
that since few of his professors were
Republicans, he learned to better
articulate his opinions.
After graduating with a B.A. in
Political Science, Redfe.n, who
represents Ohio's 80th district,
obtained his master's degree in the
same subject at Bowling Gt
ALUMNI. PAGE 10
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From college bars to the bar assocation
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BGSU graduate finds success as attorney after years of normal college habits
By Laren Weber
SENIOR RfP0RIER

Manytimesincollegestudents'lives,
especially before graduation, they
feel overwhelmed and are unsure of
what lies ahead. But 1987 Bowling
Green State University graduate
"Brian Daly is proof that success is
Inevitable with hard work.
Brian graduated from the
University with a degree in
history, only later to become a
criminal defense attorney in
Savannah, Ga.. and is the managing partner at the Daly, Bowen and
Calhoun law firm. After describing
himselfasnota"great"student,Brian
pointed out thatitwashardworkand
determination after college that got
him where he is today.
While spending most of college

improving his social skills, Brian is
proof that it's the lessons you take
with you that matter, not perfect
attendance.
"1 think I spent more time at
1 loward's and the Brathaus than in
the classroom," Brian said. "I went
for five years and even took classes
every summer. Needless to say, I
had some concentration problems."
But Brian's description of his
performance while he was at the
University was not an accurate
picture of what he would later
accomplish. Holding a job as a
bartender while he was a student.
Brian moved on after college to own
and operate bars and night clubs in
Georgia for 10 years.
Brian's father, Lawrence Daly, a
professor of history at the University,

FreshmaN vs.

"Take time to see
Europe, don't worry
about a career or
about marriage, the
world's a big place and
you'll soon find out
Ohio is not the center
of the universe."
BRIAN DALY, CLASS OF 1987

said he tells his students that
success is a result of attending
class, doing homework and, most
importantly, from taking advantage
of every opportunity.
"1 think it's important to take

Seniors
Freshman: Memorizes
the course material lo get a
good grade

Senior: Memorizes the
prolessor s habits to get a
good grade

opportunities on campus and
explore possibilities," Daly said.
Lawrence explained that when he
wrote Brian a "fatherly" letter when
he graduated college to encourage
him to do what he thought was best
at the time, which was attending
law school.
"I gavehimalot of suggestions, but
I never controlled him," Lawrence
said. "He followed his own star."
After working in bars and night
clubs for 10 years. Brian soon grew
tired of the profession and began
attending law school at night.
Realizing law was a profession he
would one day want to pursue, Brian
decided that there was no better
time to achieve that dream.
"I became a lawyer and it was
finally time to grow up," Brian

LAWYER, PAGE 11

State politicans recall
time as BGSU students
ALUMNI, FROM PAGE 9

1520 Clough St. • 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at
www.universityapartments.us

said. "1 always thought it would be
something I'd be good at. I
imagined it was a possibility. I was
lookingfornewchallengessolwentto
law school."
Lawrence stressed that an
essential quality that his son possesses is hard work. While working
at the bar, he had the determination
to attend law school and left one bar
behind for another, Lawrence said.
And he takes his commitment as
an attorney extremely seriously. On
Easter Sunday, Brian went to jail to
visit his clients to let them know that
he's there for them, Lawrence said.
As a criminal defense trial lawyer, Brian often deals with cases
involving violent felonies and the
death penalty. Most recently, Brian

During his time at the University,
Redfern served as president of
the College Democrats and was a
member of Reach Out. an
organization providing support
to soup kitchens and other charitable venues. He also was an active
supporter of USG, although he did
not run for office.
The most important thingRedfcrn
said he learned at the University
was to pay attention to the events
going on in the state and nation as
well as in local communities.
Latta, representative of Ohio's
6tb district, majored in history at
Bowling Green before gaining
his master's degree in Law at the
University of Toledo.
Asan undergraduate, Litta served
as a justice of the Student TrafficCourt and was a member of the
KOTt: and the ROTC Pistol Team.
Much
of
Latta's
time,
however, was spent working for the
Probate luvenile ludge at the Wood
County Courthouse. Each Friday
he put in eight hours of work at
the courthouse.
As a result of his extremely busy
schedule asan undergraduate, Latta

said he learned to manage his time
very effectively.
This skill of time-management
followed him through law school
and into his current career as state
representative.
However, while he says time
management is important, the most
important thing Latta learned at the
University was the importance of
challenging himself.
While the three legislators said
in-class education was necessary
for their success, they added that
what they learned outside of class
was just as important.
One of the best things new
graduates can do to become
successful in politicsisto be involved
in political campaigns, according to
each of the alumni.
This kind of experience, they stated, is a good way to become familiar
with different people and become
active in the political arena.
While he encourages new
graduates to become involved in
politics, Latta said that political
careers should be approached as
public service careers.
Politicians, he said, should work
for the best interests of the people,
and not solely for personal gain.
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Attorney alum
once defended
murder suspect

RADUATION 2005

Top 10 lists - - one last time

LAWYER, FROM PAGE 10

Best-kept secrets on campus

assisted the attorney representing
the reigning Miss Savannah, Nicole
Redmond, in a trial that has received
national media attention.
Redmond was on trial for murder
charges, but was found not guilty
to all three of the charges she was
facing, Brian said. "The jury
standing up and saying the words
not guilty' to all three charges was
quite an experience," he said.
Brian sdid that he feels that most
people think that if someone is
arrested, it means that ultimately,
the individual is guilty of the crime.
That's not how it works, Brian said.
"The trial is the ultimate sign ol
democracy," he said. "To have 12
citizens decide guilty or innocence
is a remarkable event. I try to be
an advocate for those who don't
have a voice."
Brian credits his experiences at
Howling Green to the success he's
achieved now.
"The way I went through school,
I wouldn't recommend, but you can
have success," he said. "I plow ahead
and do the best lean."
Taking time getting into the real
world, Brian said, is the best choice
he made and hopes that college
graduates do what's right for them.
There is so much pressure to get
married or jump right into a career,
and it's okay to relax and see the
world.
"Take time to see Europe, don't
worry about a career or about marriage," Brian said. "The world's a big
place and you'll soon find out Ohio
is not the center of the universe."
Brian also stressed that in order
to succeed, failure cannot be
an option.

1. Black Swamp Pub
2. The sauna at the Rec Center
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4.Zza's@Night

4. Varsity Lane's college ID night

5. Ice skating at the Ice Arena

5. Kermit's Restaurant

6. The Falcon Nest burritos

6. Myle's Pizza Bosco sticks

7. How-to workshops at the Union

7. Campus Quarters

8. The climbing Wall at the Rec Center

8. Frisbee golf

9. Eva Marie Saint Theatre

9. Mary-Jane Thurstin Park

10. Movie nights in the Union theater

10. Grounds for Thought
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ujibh purchase of gnu,

V
FREE DELIVERY $5.50 Minimum

Wednesday Nite

MEN'S NITE!
4 to 9 p.m. $10 Haircuts No Appt. Needed

1. The Bowling Green city park (not
Carter Park)
2. The quarry
3. Cla-Zel Theatre

Fail," he said.
j-

Best-kept secrets offcampus

3. Painting the rock

"II ) on have a dream, you have to
work at ii and you can't be afraid to

v
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1432 E. Wooster, Bowling Green
Open 11 -9 Monday ■ Saturday
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Aik about our catering menu

FREE POP

V
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1616 E. Wooster, Ste. 15 • BG

FREE DELIVERY $$.S0 Minimum

419 353.4757

1432 E. Wooster, Bowling Green
Open 11-9 Monday - Saturday

targe sub or pgstg plgtter
Ask about our catering menu
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It pays to go off campus.
Get top dollar for your books at SBX!
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STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 EAST WOOSTER ST
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
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